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Abstract:  
A large amount of literature concerns itself with the mobilizing possibilities of social             
media but few pay any analytical interest to the discursive practices that occur between              
strangers on social media. This project investigates to what degree the social media             
Facebook can be said to constitute a public sphere. Specific analytical criteria are             
defined by conceptualizing the public sphere on the basis of the theoretical work of              
Hannah Arendt and Jürgen Habermas. The actual discursive practice on Facebook is            
evaluated by means of survey data, content analysis and qualitative observations. The            
study finds that while Facebook creates some promising potential in terms of            
accessibility and inclusion, there appears to be a lack of invested and sustained dialogue              
between users.  
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Project description 
Introduction 
On January 7th 2015 a French magazine, Charlie Hebdo, was attacked by two men,              
shooting and killing 13 staff members and left 11 wounded. The assassination was             
linked to cartoon drawings of the Prophet Muhammed and raised concerns about            
freedom of speech in social media. Hashtags was used in order to declare alliance with               
Charlie Hebdo (#JeSuisCharlie) and much discussion about the drawings followed both           
on official media and social media. Using the social media everyday we experienced the              
attention that the assassination got and the debates about free speech that followed.             
The concerns about freedom of speech became a part of our everyday, at least for               
awhile, as our Facebook newsfeed was filled with different expression about this event.             
We became aware about how similar opinions was raised in our network and how              
Facebook was used as a way to express opinions about common concerns, leaving us in               
wonder about the potential that an online arena, such as Facebook, has for engaging its               
users in different opinions.  
  
Problem area 
The Internet has become a part of everyday life for its many users. Online activity takes                
place constantly and links a World Wide Web of information and people. Since this              
World Wide Web creates a network amongst its users, it is not surprising that its               
qualities has also been understood as enhancing political engagement and public           
interaction. We wonder if the Internet, and in particular if Facebook interaction entails             
such qualities.  
Facebook currently has about 1,3 billion users worldwide and is a growing online             
platform. Facebook is a social media and is used to share photos, articles, events, etc.               
with the “friends” in a person’s online network. Furthermore different groups based on             
interest, geographical factors, workplace relations, commercial interest and political         
views facilitate communication and shared posts amongst users. Online sharing,          
posting, commenting, friending and de-friending have become a part of many users            
everyday life. The constant flow of information on Facebook not only entails that of              
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vacation pictures and the like, but do to a large extent contain updates, post or sharings                
with explicit political content, often expressing a certain opinion about a topic. The             
updates can be shared, liked and commented on and thereby related many users to each               
other at the same time. The possibility of connecting to others that one might not have                
been connected in an offline setting are enabled on Facebook. Facebook might have a              
potential to resonate a public setting, much like the idealized and unavoidable notion of              
the ancient Greek Agora, where politics are exercised by the public.  
At first glance it might seem strange to consider the Internet as a public space. Various                
websites are regulated by private actors, there is not equal opportunity to participate             
(Tambini, 1999) and few website provide an opportunity to engage with strangers in             
larger groups. Nevertheless, there are multiple scholars who have announced that the            
web 2.0 is the breeding ground for a new public space or new public sphere (see for                 1
example; Castells, 2008; Shirky, 2011).  
More specifically Castells goes on to mention both Twitter and Facebook as two             
websites that provide a platform for a public sphere. This proclamation has lead us to               
investigate to what degree Facebook can be said to constitute a platform for a public               
sphere.  
The Internet and social media has previously been the study of political engagement,             
where much focus has been placed on the ability to​mobilize actors into various political               
actions (Juris, 2012). It is the efficacy of these websites to gather people and organize               
unified action that is emphasised. The issue with this approach however, is that it              
neglects a crucial step previous to that of mobilization; that is the step of bilateral               
communication and discussion (Shirky, 2011). A public sphere must include different           
actors who can engage each other, which will necessarily also lead to discussion and              
conflict. Mobilization on the other hand works most efficient when it connects            
like-minded people and as such it cannot be the only constituting quality for a public               
sphere.  
Though mobilization and activism are closely related to civic engagement in public            
space, we urge for an investigation of the interactive praxis that take place within an               
1 Web 2.0 is a term to describe how the internet is increasingly defined by interaction, participation 
and social networks (Barassi & Treré, 2012) 
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online setting. We wonder if discussions online can indeed be a way of practicing              
politics in a public setting.  
One study looks at the process of deliberation where the type of discussions online              
between the websites Youtube and Facebook is compared, by coding comments on            
identical updates by the White House (Gibbs & Halpern, 2012). Of particular interest is              
the finding that most commenters only comment once suggesting that many           
participants only engage in a one-way ​monologue where they present their own            
opinions but do not interact with others. Wilhelm (1998) echoes this observation when             
he concludes that users of online political forums rarely respond to each other. He finds               
that less than one in five messages are a direct response to a previous message,               
suggesting these spaces to be more about expression than deliberation.  
That few replies speaks against the project of investigating the potentials of interaction             
on Facebook, but it do not necessarily correspond with the observation we have done              
on our newsfeeds in the days after the assassination at Charlie Hebdo. Replies and              
engagement in certain topics that receives attention on social media might differ, and             
we are hence interested in further looking into the discussions that took place in              
relation to the incident.  
Discussion of political information is also one of the activities that is included in a               
survey by Carr et al. (2011). They find that 8.9 percent of respondents have discussed               
political information on Facebook within the last week. The finding suggests that there             
is fairly little political discussion on Facebook among the respondents but the research             
does not address how respondents encountered this discussion or how often they did             
encounter political topics. In other words, the paper does not address whether this is a               
structural consequence as to how information is presented or an active choice by             
respondents. In comparison to those findings a survey from 1998 (Bergman, Loumakis            
& Weber, 2003) found that 19 percent of the respondents had participated in political              
discussion on the Internet within the last year.  
The potential difficulties for social media to work as a deliberative space is indirectly              
touched upon in Juris’ (2012) ethnographic research on the occupy movement. In thick             
descriptions he details multiple times how Twitter can mobilize people and provide            
continuous information during protests. He also depicts how deliberations regarding          
how to proceed within the movement is primarily done in physical locations through             
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organized meetings. It is perhaps quite obvious that the 160 character limit of Twitter              
does not lend itself to thorough deliberations but it would seem that the Occupy              
Movement in Boston did not turn to Facebook either, as a means for discussion between               
strangers sharing a political goal. 
The views upon Facebook as a space of political and public discussion differs widely in               
terms of the content being investigated, ways of investigation and results, why little can              
in general be said. In the same way we set out not to view Facebook as a singular entity                   
of public and political matter, but as a large setting where multiple interaction occur.              
Our interest is hence not to determinate if Facebook is one thing or another, but to                
investigate its potentials in terms of facilitating interactions that might not have            
occurred in other settings. This interest relates to our experience of our newsfeed             
having much of the same content about the incident of Charlie Hebdo, while still noting               
that a general tendency of awareness about other opinions was highly present. The             
extent to which different views are being expressed and discussed on Facebook in hence              
a topic of investigation.  
The strong homogeneity within social networks (McPherson et al., 2001) raises worry            
that information networks such as Facebook might construct or exacerbate an           
insulating atmosphere where the individual person is not confronted with other views,            
values or experiences but only confirmed in their preconceived notions. This           
personalization of the political is materialized in the form of single-issue activism where             
the expansion of social networks enables political organization and mobilization          
without clear central leaders (Bennett, 2012). Terms such as “slacktivism” are indicative            
of a growing suspicion of the political capabilities of social media like Facebook. Critics              
argue that political content on social media is concerned with appearances and a false              
sense of participation despite the fact that these fads rarely produce tangible effects or              
results. While these websites are beneficial for linking individuals together and quickly            
transmitting information within networks we question how useful they are in terms of             
establishing meaningful dialogue, which is also an essential part of politics. Taking a             
starting point in these observations we propose the following problem formulation. 
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Problem formulation 
To what extent can Facebook be understood as a public sphere?  
 
Working questions 
- Do Facebook users encounter dissenting opinions about freedom of speech and if            
so, how do they respond? 
- How does the design of Facebook as a social platform influence the interaction             
between strangers?  
- How do Facebook users communicate with each other and does the           
communication alter mutual understanding of the topic of freedom of speech?  
- To what extent does Facebook establish a platform of interaction concerning           
public issues between unrelated users? 
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Theory 
This chapter delineates the theoretical description of the public sphere by respectively            
Hannah Arendt and Jürgen Habermas. These considerations will provide both the           
normative foundation for our analysis, as well as provide the tools for establishing             
criteria to evaluate whether Facebook can be considered a public sphere or not. The last               
part of the chapter will present a conceptual clarification of the terms public space and               
public sphere. 
 
Public space: The sphere of politics and plurality 
The intersections between public and politics is theoretically immense and dates back            
to the ancient Greek philosophy and practice of ​agora​. A detailed account for these              
intersection, or mutual depended definition of public and politics, are outside of the             
scope of this project. 
In order to provide the frame in which this project will seek to investigate Facebook as a                 
public space and political tool the definition of politics by Hannah Arendt will be              
outlined. Through “The Human Condition” (1958) she puts forward a critique of            
modernity that builds on a detailed distinction between public, private, social, culture,            
economic life on the one hand and work, labour and action on the other (Arendt [1958]                
1998 in introduction by Margaret Canovan). Her normative project builds on an            
understanding of plurality, politics, action and public sphere as interrelated concepts           
which holds the potential of freedom.  
She argues that politics are concerned with common issues of a community            
where the goal is to provide a good community for generations to come. Participants in               
the political life holds the possibility to be “free men”, (that is ‘free’ from a totalitarian                
form of politics characterised by sameness) when engaging as plural individuals that            
together can pave the way for joint action. In the virtue of the plurality of men, the                 
uniqueness of each individual, new beginnings can happen as differences in           
perspectives are what fuels action: the creative, spontaneous and the tangible. Action            
becomes possible in a public sphere where the plurality appears and are discussed.             
Politics, for Arendt, is hence defined through the public realm, action and plurality. 
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 The public realm 
The public realm is defined through a distinction to the private realm. The private realm               
has no significance for the other or the common and is a place of no appearance (Arendt                 
[1958], 1998: 58) and are mutually defined in its contrast of the public realm:  
“The public realm, as the common world, gather us together and yet prevents our              
falling over each other, so to speak. What makes mass society so difficult to bear               
is not the number of people involved, or at least not primarily, but the fact that                
the world between them has lost its power to gather them together, to relate and               
to separate them.” (Arendt [1958], 1998:52-3) 
Men separate from and relate to each other in the public realm through appearance.              
Ideally the plurality of people engaging in common issues will bring forward the             
uniqueness and at the same time relate these unique individuals to the ‘common’ of a               
community transcending generations (ibid:55). The public realm is a realm of           
appearance and as it is concerned with common matters. It holds the potential of              
change - the spontaneous action. The concern with the ‘common’ over personal interest             
must both be understood as a distinction and a mutual dependency; the difference is the               
possibility to engage with one another in negotiations of a community that transcends             
generations and hence lies outside direct personal interest. Personal worldviews will           
appear and facilitate ​action​.  
 
Action 
The concept of action holds the possibility of change and is fundamentally depending on              
plurality, speech and appearance in public:  
With word and deed we insert ourselves into the human world, and this             
insertion is like a second birth, in which we confirm and take upon ourselves the               
naked fact of our original physical appearance. This insertion is not forced upon             
us by necessity, like labor, and is not prompted by utility, like work. (Arendt              
[1958], 1998: 176-7) 
Arendt’s assumes that the uniqueness of men appears through speech, which is not             
merely a means-end form of communication but a way of presenting and negotiating the              
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uniqueness of the self where new beginnings can emerge (ibid:175-181). Speech and            
action are closely related as the potential of plurality, the potential of doing something              
different, needs speech to appear in order to occur. Therefore action is “​not to              
understand one another as individual persons, but to look upon the same world from              
another’s standpoint’​” (Arendt in Frazer 2009: 215). 
 
The possibilities of political action and public space 
For Arendt the focus upon action is fundamental for the human possibility of freedom,              
which is in direct opposition to totalitarianism: 
“Deprived of any public or social space for free movement or discourse, stripped             
of the capacity for spontaneity through ideological conditioning and the          
ubiquitous threat and practice of terror, human beings would be reduced to            
subhuman “boundless of reflexes,” much like Pavlov’s dogs. Such creatures          
would be incapable of resistance. More to the point, they would no longer be a               
source of unpredictability and (thus) interference to the ostensibly “natural”          
forces determining – in a supposedly objective scientific fashion – the destiny of             
the human species” (Villa 2009:27). 
Without the utter most importance of action, plurality and a public space in which it               
occurs, men will be blindly bound to a totalitarian reality where determination and             
reproduction conquers the potential of freedom and hence the creation of a more             
desirable community.  
Exactly the recognition of the plurality of men as the very source of politics is what                
makes Arendt’s definition of the political in the public realm different from many other              
definitions of politics. Politics is not to agree or a matter of institutions, but to act                
together in the plurality that a community must entail. This is crucial for human              
freedom and the normative project put forward by Arendt in its opposition to what is               
considered to be totalitarian. 
Throughout this understanding of politics and the public it becomes clear that public             
spaces are crucial for freedom. Spaces where the political engagement are possible and             
necessary for people to act in a society and plays a major role in democratic               
participation.  
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The importance of interaction in public and the plurality inherent in this political action              
is well unfolded in "The Human Condition" and hence establish the backbone of a              
parameter to asset Facebook as a public space. The question that imposes itself is to               
what extent Facebook is a place for action - a place for the plurality of men/ users to                  
engage with each other and make new beginnings. 
It should be noted that a public life, a political life and action is not default or a necessity                   
and though Arendt stresses the opportunities for men to act and be free individuals              
such a reality comes with risks and responsibilities.  
Though, ‘The Human Condition’’ is quite a philosophical work with little concrete            
attitude towards the creation of a public space where plurality can appear and action              
occur we seek to investigate exactly the presence of speech among differences on             
Facebook and at the same time the possibilities of action.  
The importance of plurality and public space is clearly argued for by Arendt, yet the               
question remain of how speech and action can be carried out in a public setting such as                 
Facebook. In order to investigate the quality and possibilities of the communication and             
interaction that takes place at Facebook we introduce Habermas’ perspective of the            
communicative action:  
 
The liberal model of the bourgeois public sphere 
Habermas is another prolific writer on the topic of the public sphere. In ​The Structural               
Transformation of the Public Sphere​, Habermas gives a historical analysis of how the             
understanding, conceptualization and expression of the public sphere has changed          
throughout time. We are from the outset already confronted with a central point in that               
“the public sphere” is not a fixed entity but rather something​that can change shape and                
substance depending on the context of which it is situated. Following this line of thought               
Habermas proceeds to describe how certain values present in what he calls the liberal              
model of the bourgeois public sphere from the 18​th century has stagnated in the              
versions of the public sphere that has since followed. 
For Habermas the idea of the public sphere is “that of a body of ‘private persons’                
assembled to discuss matters of ‘public concern’ or ‘common interest’” (Fraser, 1990, p.             
58). This public sphere emerges as a way to protect the private sphere from an               
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absolutist state (ibid., 1990). The private sphere of the 17​th and 18​th century was most               
concerned with private ownership and property. The public sphere becomes a           
mediating force that allows “society”, comprised at the time of property owning males,             
to hold the state accountable through what Habermas calls a ​critical publicity ​(Goode,             
2005). At a later point the public sphere also becomes a tool to express the general                
interests of society (consisting of whoever may be considered citizens at the time). The              
public sphere was henceforth not only policing the activities of the state but also              
working as a tool to express the opinions of the general public (Goode, 2005). The               
invention of the printing press is an important factor in the emergence of the public               
sphere because it put local areas into regional and national networks by relaying the              
same information to large groups of people and thereby also creating shared topics to              
discuss in public space (ibid, 2005). The liberal bourgeois public sphere was a space              
where the differences between citizens were bracketed, allowing for a more horizontal            
discourse between various participants (Fraser, 1990). The coffee shop and the parlour            
were places where men could participate regardless of status and privilege and where             2
topics concerning “the public good” were discussed (Goode, 2005). The public sphere            
should emulate a space where there is communicative equality even if there is not              
material equality on a societal level. 
Habermas proceeds to describe the downfall of the post-bourgeois public sphere.           
There are multiple historical factors and changes mentioned but we will only bring up              
those aspects relevant to our current task. The public sphere has degenerated in the              
way that cultural works are being consumed. In the bourgeois sphere cultural works             
were used as a reflective tool by the public to look at its own flaws but cultural works                  
today are reduced to a “noncommital use of leisure time” (Goode, 2005, p. 18). There               
has been a move from a culture debating public to a culture consuming public.              
Furthermore the release of the television impacted the way the public consumed news.             
Previously the act of reading the news and socializing were two conjoined activities but              
the television returned the news, and the subsequent discussion, back into the private             
spheres of people’s homes. There is an increased passivity of the audience since the              
debates and discussion are taking place in systematised ways on television (ibid, 2005).             
2 ​Of course this only applied to recognized citizens, i.e. property owning males 
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Additionally Habermas argues that the governing logic of political participation, e.g.           
voting, has been turned into a market logic where the individual citizen is a consumer               
choosing their preference between a range of choices instead of an ethos of submitting              
your opinions to scrutinization of others in public spaces like the coffee house (ibid,              
2005). Horizontal discussion between peers is eroding while politicians and experts are            
increasingly dominating the public discourse. When such horizontal debates are taking           
place it is usually within the private sphere between “family, friends, and neighbours             
who generate a rather homogeneous climate of opinion anyway” (ibid, 2005, p. 24).  
 
Communicative action 
Finally within this public sphere there is a specific discursive praxis where participants             
discuss things concerning the “imagined community” of the public. Communication and           
discussion is one of the key interests of Habermas and he has developed a theory of                
communicative action. From this theory we can glean an idealized praxis within the             
public sphere. Separating him from other modern thinkers is his unwavering dedication            
to the benefits of intersubjective deliberation (Goode, 2005). That is not to say that he               
has a naïve belief that agreement will always be possible but he sees a use in actors                 
articulating their thoughts and beliefs. It is the process and not the outcome that is               
important. When actors speak within the public sphere they are making claims            
regarding the reality of the world and can thus be​discursively tested​, i.e. questioned as               
to the validity of the statement, by others (ibid, 2005). He argues that any speech will                
include three types of validity claims (see table below, Pusey, 1988), which can             
separately be challenged. Habermas values the intersubjective debate of the reality of            
the world over the subjective self-reflection. Debate allows actors to expand the            
horizons of their lifeworld. Lifeworld is the substratum of our conscious worldviews            
and our social actions (Pusey, 1988). Through verbalization, argumentation, and          
reflection different people can relate their different lifeworlds and expand their           
respective horizons. Habermas links the helpful effects of public dialogue to that of             
therapy sessions where the patient can express and reflect on experiences and through             
dialogue “affirm a larger rational control of complexes of ‘systematically distorted’           
perceptions” (ibid, 1988, p. 70). The optimal public sphere works as a reflective space              
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where unquestioned values and institutions can be problematized in cooperation and           
leading to demands of change. To supplement this, we can think of Habermas’ notion of               
discourse ethics as some essential criteria for an egalitarian public sphere. His discourse             
ethics consists of the following features;  
“that nobody who could make a relevant contribution is excluded, that all            
participants are granted an equal opportunity to make contributions, that the           
participants must mean what they say, and that communication is free from            
external and internal coercion” (Goode, 2005, p. 73)  
The communicative theory consists of two poles between a discourse that “explicitly            
thematizes validity claims and subjects them to discursive testing” (Goode, 2005, p. 66)             
at the one end and ​consensual action ​on the other. Consensual action is when different               
actors act in concert based on intersubjectively recognized validity claims. This           
consensual or communicative action is the form, that actions stemming from the public             
sphere, ideally would take. However, Habermas acknowledges that this is not always            
the case; there can also be ​strategic actions ​which are “instrumental actions oriented             
towards success over a rational opponent with competing interests” (Pusey, 1988, p.            
81). Despite acknowledging the frequency of strategic actions Habermas leaves open           
the possibility for actors to enter the public sphere “with a degree of good faith and                
countenance at least the possibility that they may be persuaded to modify or even set               
aside the views they started out with” (Goode, 2005, p. 47).  
 
Facebook as a public sphere 
From the above perspectives it is possible to delineate an approach to the investigation              
of Facebook as a public sphere. Both Habermas and Arendt calls for a public sphere               
where communication is inherently present and where people can appear before each            
other and engage with each other. Though Facebook is first and foremost a webpage of               
social networks it has increasingly become a place of where opinions is shared and              
debated. Facebook has a potential to establish networks between people that might not             
have met in a physical setting and facilitate connection between them. The question of              
the extent to which Facebook can be understood in these terms, is the aim of this                
project, where the normative perspectives above will serve as a way of assessment.             
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Following this condensed summary of the public sphere from the perspectives of Arendt             
and Habermas we can now depict some guidelines to evaluating the current version of              
Facebook, in terms of a potential public sphere: 
1) Access: ​The degree of accessibility to a space of interaction is pertinent to             
assessing a public sphere. Both Habermas and Arendt underline the need for            
differences in the public sphere and this cannot be achieved without an open             
discursive space. One of the Habermas’ discourse ethics specifically states that no            
one who can make a relevant discussion must be excluded. 
2) Content: ​Both authors require a certain type of content to be discussed in order              
for it to constitute political or public discourse. This is subject matters that are of               
“common concern” or “common interest”. This distinction between public and          
private matters cannot hold up to scrutiny if it defined on transcendental and             
essential qualities, and it should therefore be understood as an intersubjectively           
accepted distinction at a given time. What actors consider to be influential or             
relevant to the whole of an (imagined) community, e.g. a nation, is defined as              
subject matters of “common interest”.  
3) Diversity: ​The value of a diversity of views within public discourse is another             
matter that the two authors agree on. Diversity can both be conceived of as              
opinions held by participants but also as diversity in the socio-economic           
characteristics of participants. A high degree of heterogeneity in a public           
discourse is an ideal. A lack of diversity can both be indicative of structural              
limitations or social segregation due to choices.  
4) Interaction: ​Another criteria is that interaction between individuals occur. It is           
not enough that people are making statements concerning “common interest”.          
Actors must engage and challenge each other in order for it to constitute proper              
public discourse and they should ideally do so in “good faith”, i.e. an attitude of               
being prepared to modify their view to some degree.  
5) Justification: ​Discussants must provide reasons for the validity claims they          
make. In order for people to expand their horizons, and reflect on their own and               
other’s lifeworlds, actors must verbalize the rationality for their views. It is not             
possible to reach agreement, or a better understanding of the other, if actors             
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allow the reasoning of their claims to remain hidden. If other participants            
disagree with a statement they should question the statements validity claims.  
 
A public space/sphere 
Until this point we have used the terms public space and sphere somewhat implicitly              
but we will make a short conceptual clarification of both. Public space can be              
understood in various ways, examples include; a space that is accessible to all people, a               
space that is owned by the government, a space where people gather and do specific               
things (Mitchell & Staeheli, 2009). In this project we will concern ourselves with a              
working definition of public space as “a realm of practice where some sort of public               
interaction is possible” (Ibid, 2009, p. 511), with the added extension that these             
interactions can be between individuals who have no prior connection or familiarity            
with each other. Based on this definition the owner of the space is (partially) irrelevant.               
The main criteria for a public space is that interaction between strangers is possible and               
subsequently that individuals can enter and participate in said space.  
The public realm or sphere can mistakenly be reduced to a philosophical thought             
when reading Arendt or Habermas where we urge that these concepts are based on real,               
historically specific events, behaviours and places. Habermas, in his historical          
description of the public sphere, illustrates how the public sphere is constituted by             
distinct places (e.g. the coffee houses). The public sphere is not simply a set of abstract                
ideals but particular types of praxis located in time and space by real embodied citizens               
with personal lifeworlds. In this sense, the public sphere can be understood as public              
spaces where a certain type of discursive interaction functions as the common norm.             
The discursive praxis ideal of the public sphere is one of unrestricted rational             
discussion of public matters (Fraser, 1995) between strangers. This definition fits           3
Arendt’s distinction between the public realm and the social realm where similar            
minded people discuss private interests. With this is mind we can conclude that a public               
space is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for a public sphere. 
 
3 What constitutes public matters is itself a question that can be discussed in the public sphere but 
public matters can be conceptualized as topics which discussants consider influential or relevant to 
the whole of society 
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Methodology 
In order to investigate the extent to which Facebook entails the above mentioned             
criteria for being a public sphere, we will gather online data, both concerning the degree               
to which Facebook users experience opinions different from their own, and how they             
react on these, as well as the type of comments and communication. This chapter will               
begin by providing some considerations of knowledge production that has shaped the            
research process and the data collection. Considerations of Facebook as a field of study              
will provide a methodological necessity for data collection. Lastly data collection and            
analytical strategies will provide an insight in how the following chapters will proceed.  
Knowledge production and research process 
The research design at hand builds firstly on normative assumption about the politics of              
public space that should be present in order to fulfill what is outlined as potential               
qualities of Facebook. The above conceptualization of politics and communicatory          
action in public space can hence be understood as a benchmark of what ought to be                
present at Facebook in order to deem this social media a public sphere.  
Drawing on such a normative point of departure is in consequence a rather closed and               
deductive research process where the result and assessment of Facebook will have the             
risk of being limited to that of the theoretical conceptualization . In this regard             4
considerations of the relation between the theoretical frame, the collected data and the             
choices made during the research process must reflected upon and serve as an active              
part of the analysis.  
Facebook is a social media, a way of communication and building networks online and              
cannot directly be viewed as a public space. Viewing Facebook as a potential of              
facilitating, or being a place for, this type of engagement is a choice resting on the                
theoretical framework. The relationship between theory and data are hence resting on            
an interpretive epistemology where theory is actively employed in order to understand            
what Facebook can contribute with in terms of emancipation and political engagement.            
The knowledge produced through this project is hence not objective but is actively             
constructed by the choices of theory and data collection. 
4 We adopt a more explorative approach to the comments we have analysied.   
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 Facebook as a field of study 
Facebook is immense. On a monthly basis Facebook has approximately 1.44 billion            
users who interact daily, which makes Facebook impossible to comprehend as a            
singular unit of communication and interaction. The volume of Facebook is a            
methodological challenges; how to delineate and make sense out of what seems to be              
infinite amount of data consisting of posts, messages, likes, pokes etc. Treating Facebook             
as a field and in spatial terms is necessarily a matter of constructing a field of research                 
(Hine, 2015). In order to do so we draw on online ethnographic methods and              
considerations with inspiration from ethnographer Christine Hine’s “Ethnography for         
the Internet - Embedded, embodied and everyday” (2015). Hine establishes that online            
and offline interaction cannot be viewed as a dichotomy, but is intertwined and             
co-existing (ibid, 2015). Interaction on Facebook depends on structures in the offline            
world such as a setting for logging on, linguistics and a general way of making sense of                 
Facebook interactions. Facebook is depending on offline communication and will          
naturally have an impact on offline setting as well and she suggests;  
“… to understand the Internet not as some free-floating sphere of social            
interaction apart from everyday life, but as an embedded part of everyday lives             
of the people who use it.” (ibid, 2015, p. 31).  
Rather than delineating Facebook as a field that can be studied this claim makes it even                
more immense relating it to cultural praxis in general, which is “too big to know” (ibid,                
2015, p. 26). Besides, viewing Facebook through a spatial frame supersedes           
investigation of cultural praxis outside of its spatial limits without claiming its existence             
outside these. Arguing the agency on Facebook has the possibility to make a change              
outside this online sphere is also to acknowledge that what takes place online can have               
an impact on what takes place offline.  
In order to overcome the methodological challenge of the volume of Facebook, both as a               
field in itself and as an embedded sphere it is suggested to focus on the connection                
between certain offline and online connections, to understand how users make sense of             
their use of Facebook and how it is inevitable a dynamic web of information and               
interaction (ibid, 2015). 
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What we can learn from an ethnographic approach to Facebook is that any user and               
different groups of users will differ in their ways of using Facebook and once more the                
role of the researcher plays an utmost crucial role in constructing the field of study:  
“The shape of the field is the upshot rather than the starting point, and is the                
product of an active ethnographer strategically engaging with the field rather           
than a passive mapping of a pre-existing territory or cultural unit” (ibid, p. 62) 
Exactly the construction of a field, the understanding of Facebook as a public space, is               
the core of investigation, though the focus on the meaning-making and cultural praxis of              
the ethnographer will not be the core of this project. 
 
Freedom of speech as a topic of public concern 
Facebook activities are embedded in offline activities and a continuous and reciprocal            
relationship between online and offline activities are the very fundament of           
understanding Facebook as a public space. In order to focus our attention on a topic that                
has been up for public debate we have chosen the issue of ‘Freedom of speech’. To put                 
our main focus on a specific topic is first and foremost a methodological decision (to               
narrow our scope to something specific in such an immense setting as Facebook)             
though the choice of exactly this topic was not completely arbitrary. We have chosen to               
focus on freedom of speech and its relation to Charlie Hebdo. 
As freedom of speech has been widely discussed on Facebook it is a topic that can easily                 
be observed and where users project various opinions through commentary threads           
and sharing of articles.  
A topic such a freedom of speech seems very contested and a target for much debate                
that does not solely concern just the term freedom of speech or Charlie Hebdo for that                
matter, but bring forward many opinions about values and norms in general and hence              
distinguish people and opinions in certain ways. A delineation has served to make             
Facebook tangible in relation to both our theoretical frame and the data collection,             
which will be addressing exactly how Facebook users has experienced opinions about            
this topic and how the comments on articles concerning ‘Freedom of Speech’ are             
unfolded in order to depict whether or not this topic on Facebook has appeared in a way                 
that can be classified as a public space. While the choice of focusing on a topic has been                  
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rather helpful in order to reduce Facebook to a tangible size it also means that we can                 
say little about how other topics being discussed.  
 
Data collection 
Survey 
To order to investigate if and how Facebook users encountered different opinions a             
survey was conducted through Facebook. The survey questionnaire consisted of 26           
questions which (appendix A). The seven first questions are background questions           
(Olsen, 2006) concerned with general characteristics of the respondent and allow us to             
determine the demographic of our sample. The remaining questions focus on the            
respondents’ Facebook experience and behaviour. The questions were mainly         
multiple-choice questions, with a single question using a Likert scale to determine the             
self-perceived  interest in freedom of speech of our respondents.  
The main type of questions in the survey are factual-episodic questions (ibid., 2006)             
relating to specific events and actions in the respondent’s life. 
While these questions are supposed to retrieve factual information, there is a            
substantial period of time (three months) that some of the questions require the             
respondents to recall, which might lead to inaccuracies. Acknowledging that          
respondents might not be able to recall all incidents, these questions might better be              
considered an insight into how respondents experience their Facebook use and to what             
degree they pay attention to dissenting views rather than factual information. 
 
Freedom of speech  
We asked questions about encountering different opinions of free speech in order to             
limit the scope of the topic and to ensure that respondents recalled experiences related              
to our questions. A term such as “dissenting ideas” can include an endless amount of               
issues and can make it difficult for respondents to precisely evaluate what constitutes             
relevant information. By substituting the abstract term of “dissenting ideas” with a            
specific topic we increase the likelihood of respondents being able to remember distinct             
events. A risk of using a specific topic is that the respondents of the survey might not                 
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have an interest in the particular topic chosen, but otherwise engaged in public             
discussion, which can skew the results. We have included a question regarding            
respondents’ self-perceived interest in free speech in order to estimate if lack of interest              
could influence our results.  
  
Sample size and representativeness 
The survey was distributed through Facebook and email. An issues with doing surveys             
through Facebook, and coincidentally one of the interest areas of this project, is that the               
survey will mainly reach people from our networks. The sample is not randomly             
selected. Given the fact that homogeneity is common in social networks (McPherson et             
al., 2001) ​we assume a biased in the sample. We have included general questions about               
personal status to document this bias, which allow us to define parts of the Facebook               
demographic that answered.  
We ended up receiving 156 completed survey responses. Respondents had a mean age             
of 28. Respondents were mostly women (66,2%), living in the capital area (79%) and              
currently studying (62%). The vast majority used Facebook at least once a day (97%)              
and had an income of 200.000 kroner or less a year (80%). Many respondents (58%)               
were active in one or more political Facebook groups. It varied how often respondents              
participated in Facebook events but the largest group only did so “a few times a year”                
(34%) and most events that respondents participated in were not of political character             
(62%). It also varied greatly how often respondents commented on Facebook posts,            
with no category having a response rate of less than six percent (never commenting) or               
higher than 16 percent (commenting multiple times a week).  
 
Content analysis 
One of the insight gained from our survey is four separate respondents noted that they               
had encountered different opinions through updates from the Facebook pages of Danish            
newspapers. This aspect of Facebook interaction was something we had not covered            
sufficiently in the survey. We proceeded by doing a content analysis of the interactions              
that occur in the comment threads of newspaper posts on Facebook. This approach is              
similar to the study by Gibbs and Halpern (2013). We have incorporated some of their               
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methodological choices, but there are two noteworthy differences: 1) we do not            
compare two platforms, instead we opt to compare different newspapers on the same             
site (Facebook), 2) our source for comment threads are news providers whereas Gibbs             
and Halpern (2013) used the social media profile of The White House. This difference              
has some interest because newspapers post a broader range of topics compared to the              
institutional body of The White House. An institutional body is mainly going to make              
updates concerning political decisions, practical information and answer administrative         
questions. This amounts to what Arendt calls “politics-as-management”, as in          
professional politics, and only amounts to a part of “politics proper” which also consists              
of individuals acting in a public sphere through free speech (Schwarz, 2014, p. 169). The               
virtual form of newspapers, on the other hand, is not constricted to professional politics              
but can post any topic that is considered relevant to the public. The newspaper was the                
medium that created a sense of community in the liberal bourgeois sphere and set the               
topics of conversation, so it is a fitting approach to study the virtual version of the                
newspaper when we are looking at contemporary versions of the public sphere. 
 
Coding of Facebook comments 
In order to gain a rough picture of the state of conversation that occurs on the comment                 
threads of newspaper articles we began by coding the comments. We have coded 430              
comments, from three separate articles, from three separate newspaper Facebook pages           
(Politiken, BT and Jyllands Posten). 150 comments were randomly sampled in the            
respective cases of BT and Jyllands-posten. There were only 130 comments in the             
sample from Politiken, which were all coded. The selection of newspapers was decided             
on the amount of followers they had on Facebook. The articles were all related to the                
topic of free speech, more specifically they concern the drawing of the muslim prophet              
Muhammed by French magazine Charlie Hebdo. We chose to reuse the topic of free              
speech as a way to narrow down the choices of articles. All the articles are from the                 
January, this was shortly after the shooting incident at the headquarters of Charlie             
Hebdo, so there was a large amount of media attention on the topic at the time.  
The comments were coded in terms of 10 different variables. These variables are based              
on a combination of previous coding schemes used in content analysis of deliberation.             
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The coding schemes we have drawn from are by Gibbs and Halpern (2013), Wilhelm              
(1998, p. 325) and Stromer-Galley (2007) as well as guidelines proposed by            
Krippendorf (2004). Some additions were made to reflect the unique affordances of            
Facebook. The final categories ended up being; COHER, PROVIDE, SEEK, INCORP,           
REPLY, POLITE, CIVIl, POST, LENGTH and LIKES. The definition of the categories can be              
viewed in Appendix B. 
 
We decided to leave out a variable concerning the validity or justification of claims              
made by commenters. This has previously been one of the central variables in the              
literature we have drawn on (see Gibbs & Halpern, 2013; Wilhem, 1998; Street &              
Wright, 2007) but we found it difficult to code messages based on this criteria. One issue                
is that the authors provide few examples showing positive and negative cases and they              
do not provide the raw data they used, which could otherwise act as a learning tool.                
Gibbs and Halpern (2013) divide their variable into three values; (1) consisting of             
“unfounded claims without any kind of validation”, (2) “unsupported claims related to            
the original post or other user comments but showing a lack of reasoning to support the                
argument” and (3) “arguments based on external sources such as quotes, data or             
websites.” (ibid, p. 1163). The authors do not specify what the difference between             
“unfounded” and “unsupported” claims is and the two examples they present do not             
clarify this uncertainty of definition. Wilhelm (1998) does acknowledge that it can be             
difficult to differentiate between rational arguments and arguments where assertions          
are not validated. He proceeds to argue that “the rationality of an assertion depends on               
the reliability of the knowledge embedded in it” and that “knowledge is reliable to the               
extent that it can be defended against criticism” (ibid, p. 321). The crux of the definition                
thus comes down to if a statement can be defended against criticism but this brings up                
the question as to what constitutes a valid defense. Any statement can hypothetically be              
defended if there are no definite criteria presented to define what a valid defense is. If                
the criteria is intersubjective agreement then a statement can only be coded as valid              
retrospectively and what if there are disagreement between two groups of people,            
would that then count as intersubjective agreement or not? Wilhelm proceeds to define             
the variable “valid” as “if postings supply reason or arguments for the validity of their               
position, then they provide the groundwork for a rationally motivated agreement to be             
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reached” (ibid, p. 326). In practice these assessments can be difficult to make since              
actual dialogue is fragmented, full of implied assumptions and part of something more             
than the message itself. As a result, we decided not to use a coding variable concerning                
the validity of statements. We felt that it would provide a too simplistic and              
disconnected picture of the observed communication and opted instead to leave the            
evaluation of the quality of conversations to the qualitative analysis.  
 
Online observations 
In order to gain knowledge about the way and the extent to which Facebook users use                
Facebook for discussion and dialogue about different opinions the comments in the two             
threads will be closely analysed in terms of forms of communication. 
Firstly the comments and replies was read through. Thereafter certain comments was            
picked out in order to illustrate the different forms of raising an opinion or making an                
argument. Furthermore deviating comments and replies was chosen in order gain a            
wider perspective of the communication that took place through the threads. 
The comments was compared and categorized and analytical chapters was prepared in            
these categories, where the theoretical frame of the criteria for a public sphere served              
as a way to classify the different ways of communication. 
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Analysis  
Do Facebook users encounter dissenting opinions about freedom of         
speech and if so, how do they respond? 
The first part of our analysis is concerned with whether people are exposed to different               
views on Facebook. We will mainly drawn on the data from our survey for this part of                 
the analysis. 
 
Free speech and discussions on Facebook 
Our respondents appeared to generally self-identify as opinionated on the topic of free             
speech with a mean score of 5,3 out of seven on a Likert scale. Despite this interest the                  
majority of respondents had not shared a video or article concerning free speech within              
the last three months (68%). Of those who had shared one or more articles or videos                
concerning free speech (n= 40), eight people had shared content that they did not              
themselves agree with. When it comes to commenting on content regarding free speech             
it looks similar to that of sharing content, with 67 percent not having commented on               
content within the last three months. Those who did comment (n=41) generally read             
other people’s comments and felt that they encountered different opinions (92%). A            
larger group of respondents had read a comment thread regarding free speech within             
the last three months (70%) and felt that they encountered different opinions when             
they read said comment threads (92%). When asked if respondents had encountered            
various views on free speech through their news feed, many felt that they did “many               
times” or “some times” but there was also a substantial group (13%) answering that              
they did not know, suggesting that the question could be confusing or difficult to assess.               
Friends sharing posts concerning free speech was the main process through which            
respondents encountered different opinions (60%). Other notable answers were;         
friends posting (33%), liking (41%) or commenting (31%) on content, as well as other              
people commenting on posts made by the respondents themselves (29%). An           
interesting finding was that, when encountered with posts expressing dissenting          
opinions on free speech, respondents were more likely to read the comment thread than              
the original post (49% to 41%). Not reading the original post completely, because the              
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respondent felt they knew that viewpoint already, was fairly common (40%), but only             
two respondents had removed a Facebook friend as a result of a post expressing a               
different view on free speech. Few respondents had commented to express their            
disagreement (15%) and fewer had engaged in a discussion with other commenters            
(9%).  
 
Heterogeneity of opinions 
The data from our survey suggests that; yes our respondents did encounter various             
opinions on freedom of speech through Facebook. 38 percent of respondents reported            
that they had encountered opinions different from their own “multiple times, I’ve felt             
that there are many different opinions in my Facebook network” and 20 percent had              
experienced multiple times that their network expressed opinions different from their           
own ​. ​Who you are connected to is an important factor in determining what information              5
is presented to you on Facebook. This much is confirmed by our survey data where               
friends sharing or posting content was the biggest contributor to encountering different            
views on various subject matters, in our case free speech. The majority of respondents              
also reported that they had encountered different opinions (97%), and when they did,             
49 percent of the respondents had read some of the comments attached to the original               
content. This finding is indicating that there is a genuine interest among many to hear               
what others feel about a given subject. This interest does nevertheless not seem to              
materialize into an active participation in dialogue on Facebook, as suggested by only 15              
percent of respondents commenting and only nine percent of respondents having had a             
discussion on Facebook about free speech within the last three months. There appears             
to be a discrepancy between exposure to and engagement with different views. The             
technological possibilities of Facebook allow users to seek out and participate in a             
variety of conversations at any given moment but discussion about political or public             
issues does not seem to be a priority for many. One respondent commented that “FB is a                 
for-fun/bimbo/center-poppen [sic] media - soo I’m not taking it very seriously when            
people voice themselves”, expressing one potential explanation as to why many           
respondents are not more active in the comment threads. This respondent’s view of             
5 As respondents had the possibility to answer both of these answers, they cannot be added to one 
percentage since there can be a conflation in respondents. 
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Facebook is illustrative of one of the key considerations in this project, namely whether              
the type of interaction, dialogue and content that occurs on Facebook can be considered              
public/political or it is merely social content that is being shared. Facebook is after all a                
social media with emphasis on the ​social​. Many of its features are related to finding               
people you know on Facebook and sharing content with people you know. The news              
feed attached to a personal profile can be considered the “space”, in a sense, of the                6
individual. This space is generally providing information from one’s social network and            
we can imagine that the content can both be political, as in content of common concerns,                
and social, as in content that only concerns few people with a social connection. In this                
sense Facebook can simultaneously be a social and a political space, in terms of content.               
The actual configuration of one’s news feed is strongly dependent on the ties that are               
connected to one’s profile, as confirmed by our data. In other words, the function of               
Facebook is fluid and changes based on user behaviour. While this might seem obvious,              
it is still a significant point to keep in mind. Our findings suggest that while users did                 
encounter various opinions on a public issue they were not keen to comment on such               
topics on Facebook. The fact that respondents did experience other views on freedom of              
speech shows that political content does appear on Facebook, and that there is a              
heterogeneity of views being expressed, which were two of the criteria for our             
definition of the public sphere. However, many users failed to engage in the specific              
discursive practice of rational dialogue about public issues, which we also set as a              
criterium.  
Our findings so far suggest that Facebook can be, and is, used to share political               
content to a wider group of people. The diversity of opinions provides the foundation              
for political action, in the Arendtian understanding of the term. Although the reaction of              
many respondents appeared to be passive, with many limiting themselves to reading            
others’ opinions. This can certainly be considered a benefit in itself, as it can broaden               
the horizon of readers but we, along with Habermas, maintains the necessity in actors              
also enunciating their own experiences and thoughts in a public setting where it can be               
discursively tested.  
 
6 The “news feed” refers to the main page of Facebook for personal profiles where new information is 
continuously presented based on the network an individual is connected to. 
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How does the design of Facebook as a social platform influence the            
interaction between strangers? 
In this second part of the analysis we will investigate the general form of conversations               
between strangers on Facebook, and how design features of Facebook influence these            
interactions. This part of the analysis will take its departing point from the results of our                
content analysis. 
 
Public nodes  
Another criteria for a public sphere, that we set up, was that the spaces of discourse                
were accessible to the public. The design of Facebook muddles conceptions of the             
public/private dichotomy, in terms of access, by introducing various degrees of           
publicity to content and pages. As we have mentioned, the social network of one’s              
profile is the foundation of a person’s news feed. Due to this fact much of the                
information that is visible can be classified as private because it is not viewable to               
people outside the social network. There is however no limit to how far the content by a                 
private person can be spread through networks, meaning that content could           
hypothetically be shared to everyone within a given community , e.g. all Facebook users             7
within a nation. Any post can potentially become publicly accessible (visible to people             
outside your personal network) if it gains interest and traction, unless users actively             
restrict who can see the content. The fluid nature of publicity is reliant both on the                
privacy choices of users’ themselves and the interaction of other users, making it more              
apt to speak of pseudo-public content and social networks.  
The previous paragraph concerned the publicity of content produced by an           
individual, but the other side of the coin is, what content outside of an individual’s social                
network is presented through the news feed. Friends on Facebook can share content             
outside of one’s personal network and users can follow Facebook pages that are             
accessible to people outside one’s personal network. Facebook pages were mentioned           
as one of the processes through which respondents encountered dissenting views,           
showing how accessibility can be an important contributor to inclusive and diverse            
7 It is possible to specify the range that content can be spread. The two main options are “public” and 
“only friends” 
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spaces of discourse. These Facebook pages can be considered public nodes situated            
between the pseudo-public social networks of personal profiles. They are public in the             
sense that any person with a Facebook account can access the content that they              
produce, there are no prior connection required to connect with and engage these             
nodes. The following analysis is structured around content analysis of the comments on             
the Facebook pages of newspapers.  
 
The general findings  
From analyzing the comments on Facebook we found that comments were in general             
short, with an average length of 35 words per comment. There was a high degree of                
coherence (78%) and few comments were coded as impolite (10%) or uncivil (6,7%).             
Comments that referenced external sources were few (7%), the same was true for             
comments that sought the opinions of others (4%) or explicitly questioned others            
assertions (5%). 58 percent of commenters only commented once and 49 percent of             
comments were replies to previous comments.  
Comparing the comment threads of the three newspapers we can observe some            
differences. The comments on BT are generally longer (average of 45 words), has more              
likes (average of 10), higher reply rate (57%) and more multi-comment posters            
(47,3%). BT, comparatively to the other newspapers, has the highest number of            
“followers” with approximately 167.000 users following the page, and the sample           
analysed also had the highest number of comments (approximately 900 compared to            
300 for Jyllands-Posten and 130 for Politiken). This suggests that a higher number of              
participants within a comment thread leads to a higher degree of interaction between             
users, however, the BT comment thread also had more impolite (19%) and uncivil             
(14%) comments, implying that more participants lead to more toxic interactions as            
well. Jylland-Posten in contrast had the most polite and civil comments but also the              
lowest number of replies to other commenters, a large portion of comments were             
directed at the newspaper. The sample from Jyllands-Posten had more comments than            
Politiken which implies that the number of participants or comments are not the sole              
factor determining the degree of interaction or hostility within a comment thread. 
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Visibility and top comments 
Our coding data shows that the average number of “likes” on a comment was seven. The                
highest number of “likes” observed was 633, with the next highest being 187. The              
number of “likes” that a comment gathers matter in terms of visibility. The default              
setting when viewing comment threads is “most relevant”, which sorts comments based            
on number of “likes”, replies, friends commenting and “spam reports” (Facebook, 2013).            
Users can manually change the setting to “top comments” based on likes or “recent              
activity” based on the time of the comment post. An algorithm sorts the information that               
is presented to the user based on these variables. Users can thereby collectively bury              
irrelevant comments by the choices of what comments they choose to “like”. This             
conscious design feature can however also be problematized if we assume that users             
are more likely to “like” content that confirms their preexisting beliefs and values             
instead of “liking” comments that are conducive to discussion. It risks becoming a             
tyranny of the majority, so to speak, where marginalized views get overlooked. Such a              
skewness in exposure hinders the ideal settings for a communicative equality since one             
of the features of Habermas’ discourse ethics ​is equal opportunity to contribute and             
subsequently an equal opportunity to be heard. This threat is however somewhat            
circumvented because the sorting algorithm of “most relevant” comments takes replies           
into account as well. If users mainly reply to express a disagreement, as our qualitative               
observations suggest, then the sorting of “most relevant” should bring up controversial            
comments where there are disagreement in the reply chain that follows the top             
comments. 
A potential benefit of the liking system is that it allows users who are not as                
eloquent or well-versed in public debate to express their agreement of opinions through             
the like feature. While this can have a liberating effect for those unable to verbalize their                
views according to the norms and expectations of formal public debate, it also breeds              
the culture of passive participation which Habermas warns about. The citizen becomes            
a consumer of political views, selecting between premade offers instead of producing            
and formulating their own views. The virtue of enunciating your views is that the act               
(ideally) makes you reflect on your views with others. The individual is invited to reflect               
on their own presumptions by encountering other views and voicing their own,            
especially if they are discursively tested by others. This is more likely to occur if people                
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themselves express their opinion because they have invested more in their comments            
compared to if they “like” the comment of someone else.  
From a more pragmatic perspective one can ask if the “like” feature is a              
necessary tool on a platform where such an enormous amount of people can participate              
in the conversation? Our empirical data from our content analysis shows that if more              
people can participate in the conversation then the number of incoherent comments            
increases. The same goes for hostility. Perhaps such a system is needed to allow some               
degree of communal regulation, by the participants, of the ongoing conversation. An            
alternative is a strong moderation by administrators of the content but that seems no              
more egalitarian in terms of access and ability to participate in the conversation.  
 
Engaging others on Facebook 
Our content analysis concluded that 49 percent of comments were in reply to previous              
comments, with the comments from BT having the highest percentage of replies with 57              
percent. This is an important variable because it is fundamental to communicative            
action, and to a healthy public sphere. In order for any progress to occur actors have to                 
engage each other and try to reach understanding of each other. The data can however               
be misleading since it does not differentiate between one actor commenting towards            
another commenter and two actors conversating.  
The reply feature of Facebook allows for a more structured conversation,           
enabling users to respond directly to a distinct comment instead of making a general              
comment. This can make it easier to navigate large comment threads and help users get               
an overview of the ongoing conversations. Additionally it allows for conversations to            
branch off in different directions without cluttering the thread. According to our coding             
there was a high degree of replies but when we look at these replies in depth we can see                   
that they are more “reactions” to comments than sustained dialogue between users, at             
least in many cases. Many of the observed comments would respond to the most liked               
comments, but this lead to a large amount of commenters all reacting to one comment               
with little interaction between commenters in the chain of reactions to the top             
comment. The lack of sustained dialogue is also supported by our coding data with 58               
percent of commenters not commenting more than once. 
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The reply feature can encourage users to engage with each other but the sorting              
system, with the default sorting being set to “most relevant”, also means that all users               
read the same few high scoring comments. This leads to many users replying to the               
same top comments, which makes the reply section a cacophony of statements instead             
of discrete groups of conversation between users. In effect this means that the comment              
section becomes largely a collection of monologues where few commenters are           
discursively tested. While many commenters verbalize their views (to some degree), a            
large portion of the claims are rarely being scrutinized or challenged by other             
commenters. The coding data affirms this, where only 9 percent of messages were             
coded as either seeking others opinions or explicitly questioning the validity of claims             
or opinions of others. 
 
Power and moderating 
Facebook allows the creators of Facebook pages to moderate the content of their pages,              
including comment threads that are connected to their content. In effect this means that              
the respective administrators of BT’s, Politiken’s and Jyllands-Posten’s Facebook pages          
can moderate the comments made in regards to their content. In terms of an idealized               
public sphere the presence of moderation is offsetting the horizontal level of dialogue             
since some participants gain the control to regulate the conversation. Conversations are            
also regulated by the participants continuously in the way they address each other and              
topics but such a regulation occurs visibly and fluidly between participants, whereas the             
moderation power given to administrators is possessed by individuals and can be used             
inconspicuously. Based on our sampled comment threads, we did not observe much            
moderation, at least not visible moderation. There were comments that addressed           
people who were no longer seemingly a part of the comment thread, but as to whether                
the commenters themselves chose to delete the comment or that a moderation team did              
is uncertain. We did find one example, where a man claims to have had his previous                
comment deleted because he expressed dissenting views. If moderators are deleting           
comments without transparency of their actions, it can derail conversations and make            
commenters defensive towards others. That is not to say that this was the case for our                
observed sample but it is an important aspect to touch upon. Facebook provides the              
possibility of moderating comments but it is up to the individual administrators as to              
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how they use it. This illustrates how it can be misleading to classify Facebook as               
essentially a public sphere or not a public sphere. The design of Facebook cannot be               
deterministic in terms of how people use the platform, it can only frame user behaviour               
within a set of possibilities. Depending on what community you are looking at, the              
norms of moderating and the discursive praxis will change. 
 
Sharing and diversity of opinions  
One of the promising potentials of Facebook, and what makes it interesting in terms of               
being a public sphere, is that it can connect people all over the world. This increases the                 
possibilities of inclusion in a public sphere by removing barriers of participation. The             
potential for diverse participation unfolds at various degrees, where one can assume            
that the exposure of content being a contributing factor. This assumption corresponds            
to our observation. We observed the strongest heterogeneity in terms of opinions, and             
perhaps also socio-economic background, on the comment thread of BT where both            
proponents and opponents of publishing the drawings, were very vocal. There were            
multiple posters that self-identified as muslims, in contrast to Politiken and           
Jyllands-Posten were no such comments were observed. That is not to say that some              
commenters did not argue for religious respect, such as the multi-comment poser            
Louise, but there did not appear to be the same variety of cultural background on the                
other two comment threads. The exposure difference can be quantified in terms of the              
BT article having a higher number of “shares” and “likes”, and comments compared to              
the two other articles, and the Facebook page of BT having the most “followers” of the                
three newspapers .  8
 
External content and hyperlinking 
One of the unique possibilities that Facebook provides, compared to material public            
spheres, is the possibility to use hyperlinks in online debates. Hyperlinking can be used              
by actors to provide external sources for their claims, to introduce novel material to the               
conversation and to connect various conversations with each other. While using           
sources was not a direct criterium for our definition of a public sphere, it can still be                 
8 The number of followers at the time of observation (26.05.15); BT ­ 170.000; Politiken ­ 157.000; 
Jyllands­Posten ­ 129.000. 
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imagined as one way to try and explicate the reasoning for one’s views. There were few                
people that chose to use hyperlinks in our sample, with only seven percent of the               
comments being coded as incorporating external material. An interesting note was that            
many of those that did link to other material used images, instead of articles, as a tool in                  
the conversation. An example being a picture of an elderly man with text superimposed              
on the picture , the text states that the man was fired for an anti-semitic drawing. The                9
picture is posted multiple times in the BT thread and is used by discussants to express a                 
feeling of hypocrisy between the current event and the supposed event described by the              
picture. Many of those who post the picture does not attach any personal comment to               
the picture and is therefore not very conducive to dialogue. Despite the abrupt use of               
pictures by the observed commenters, it still illustrates some interesting potential for            
an interplay between pictures and dialogue. The visual media can convey large amounts             
of information in a simple form and it can attract the attention of other participants,               
which is a limited resource in the online landscape. While pictures are perhaps not              
useful for sustainable conversation they can work to frame a conversation or to interject              
some external information as a validation of claims. 
 
Hostility and civility  
One of the common descriptions of online dialogue is that it is hostile and rude. We did                 
not make a requirement for conversation to remain civil and respectful, for a space to be                
considered a public sphere, but one can imagine that a respectful environment is more              
likely to promote dialogue. From the observed comment threads we found that ten             
percent of the comments observed were coded as impolite and 6,7 percent were coded              
as uncivil. While these numbers are substantial, they are also lower than those found by               
Gibbs and Halpern (2013), in their coding of Facebook comments. The lack of             
anonymity could be one of the explanatory factors for the relatively low amount of              
hateful messages. People are more likely to concern themselves with their image and             
actions because their comments are connected to their personal profiles. Not only can             
other commenters see your name and profile but other people in a commenters             
network are also notified when a user comments on something. If a person acts rudely               
or inappropriate on a Facebook thread there is a risk that it can hurt their social                
9 The picture can be seen on page 58 
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standing in their personal network. On the one hand this can encourage a more polite               
and respectful tone but on the other hand it might also discourage people to comment               
all together. Comparing the levels of hostility between the three separate comment            
threads we also found that the comments on BT were more hostile (19%) and uncivil               
(14%) than the others. These results indicate a relationship between the number of             
participants, the diversity of opinions and the hostility of comments. This presents a             
potential dilemma within theory of the public sphere about how to maintain an             
accessible and diverse space that is also civil.  
 
Conclusion 
Facebook as a platform has created virtual nodes of interaction that has the possibility              
to connect an unlimited number of people. Facebook provides a setting for a public              
sphere in terms of accessibility . This access can bring a heterogeneity of participants             10
and opinions while also a hostile environment. Facebook provides features to           
accommodate large number of discussants in these discursive spaces, with partial           
success. The sorting algorithm can present controversial, and thus diverse opinions,           
comments which can elicit responses from disagreeing actors. The downside of the            
algorithm is that most readers are exposed to the same few comments and they respond               
to the same top comment. This leads to a large amount of comments addressing the               
statement of the top comments, not engaging other commenters. The reply feature does             
not guarantee sustained dialogue and while some commenters do exchange views,           
many commenters do not. Facebook fails as a public sphere on the basis of interaction.               
There is the potential for productive interaction but the praxis we observed could in              
general not be described as sustained and productive dialogue.  
 
How Do Facebook users communicate with other users?  
In the following chapter we analyse commens observed from two different threads, on             
two articles posted on Facebook, concerning the drawing of the Prophet Muhammed            
published by the French magazine Charlie Hebdo. We have chosen to focus on certain              
10 While there are exclusions in the form of material conditions and electronic literacy, Facebook and 
other virtual forums are still unmatched in terms of accessibility. 
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comments that illustrate the differences in how the Facebook users communicate where            
both common comments and very striking comments was chosen. In order to asses the              
quality of the conversation through commentary threads we look into whether the            
users engage in different views or merely present a statement.  
 
Share and comment 
The two articles were shared on each of the newspaper’s Facebook page. Facebook             
users have the possibility to like the newspaper's page and receive updates on their              
newsfeed when an article is shared.      
When sharing the article the newspaper      
allow for users to comment, “like” and       
further share the article on their own       
wall or on a friend's wall.  
 
 
#VierCharlie 
January 8​th 2015 Politiken posted on      
their official Facebook page a link to an        
article with the hashtag #VierCharlie (We      
are Charlie) (See picture). The indication      
of being ‘Charlie’ through the ‘#’-symbol has been used by many other Facebook users              
and indicates an alliance with Charlie Hebdo while connecting to other updates and             
posts concerning the same subject.  
By following #VierCharlie, (which has not been frequently used hashtag compared to            
#IamCharlie or #JesuisCharlie) another hashtag is linked: #FreedomofSpeech. Clearly         
the article is a part of a web of updates and articles and the comments surely is a part of                    
a wider public debate about freedom of speech.  
The article does not directly address freedom of speech. It addresses Charlie Hebdo as a               
magazine and explains a French tradition for intertwining satire and journalism. The            
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article explains that Charlie Hebdo is a rather radical left-wing magazine and publishes             
drawings that “might be funny - definitely coarse” (Politiken, January 8th, 2015).  
It is striking that none of the 130 comments address the content of the article. More                
emphasis is put on the hashtag, as a declaration, and questions if it is positive or                
negative. The comments and the development of the discussion reveals different           
standpoints in connection to whether or not Charlie Hebdo should have published the             
cartoon drawings of the prophet Muhammed, whether media in general should publish            
such drawings and if this is a part of freedom of speech and lastly whether or not                 
Politiken has the right to declare themselves #VierCharlie. Many of the comments was             
focused around the legitimacy of the ‘hashtag’ and was addressed directly to Politiken:             
“You are fuck all Charlie. You      
are a bunch of    
better-knowing hypocrites”. 
Little discussion was   
made on whether or    
not Politiken had the    
right to use the    
‘hashtag’. The comments addressed to Politiken was mainly left without replies or short             
comments confirming the point. The point of discussion was much more connected to             
the question of whether or not publishing such drawings are positive (a matter of              
freedom of speech), negative (an unnecessary provocation) or of no importance           
(stressing that the conflict is caused by other issues).  
 
Share the drawing: a natural response, provocation or free speech?  
The same opinions about freedom of speech are found in the comments posted on the               
article shared by BT on the 13th of        
January 2015 with the following update:  
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“Here is the front page we have all been waiting for. And here is the reason why BT brings a picture of it.  
- Wednesday Charlie Hebdo releases - despite of the assassination - a new edition that we of course will                   
cover journalistically. Which of course entails that we show the cover of the magazine. It would weird to do                   
otherwise, says the editor of BT, Olav Skaaning Andersen.”   
The article gives an overview of the assassination and states that it would be weird not                
to publish the drawing, without arguing for or against freedom of speech or the creation               
of such drawings (BT, January 13th 2015). The amount of likes, shares and comments              
exceeds by far the attention that the article Politiken shared, which is not directly              
comparable as the content of the two articles are quite different. The article shared by               
BT also contains a drawing published by Charlie Hebdo, yet the focus is put much more                
on the drawing being the front page just after the assassination. Where the #VierCharlie              
was the controversial part of the article shared by Politiken, the controversial part of              
this article is the active choice of bringing the new drawing.  
Many of the comments, on the BT article takes a standpoint in relation to whether or not                 
it is desirable to publish drawings of the Prophet Muhammed in general. Two opposing              
arguments are repeated several times: 
Karina: Is it freedom of     
speech or defiance causing    
the continuation? I think that     
satire is okay, but now it is       
getting a bit and    
monotonous. It reminds me    
of bullying amongst children    
- “aw, stop it, it is just for fun”.         
Why is it islam that has to       
bear the brunt when we     
know that muslims do not     
like it? Why, when you can      
find so many other relevant     
topics to make satire about?     
Together with freedom of    
speech comes respect and where is it? 
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Eva: Karina (xxx), you are completely offbeat. Satire is exactly to make a fool of, to lay it on thick and it is a                        
centuries old tradition, in denmark used against the suppressors, when we did not have freedom and                
freedom of speech here in this country, one made a fool of the suppressors, the king, the church etc. one,                    
fortunately, did not give in and many lost their lives in the attempt to achieve the freedom we have today. So,                     
we may not give up on due to people coming with another religion to the country, therefore we HAVE TO                    
keep publishing the drawings until they understand the democracy and freedom of speech. Otherwise our               
ancestors died in vain.  
 
Where Karina questions the nature of these drawings with the term “defiance” many             
others state that it is nothing but provocation, which is by many deemed either              
necessary, very important or regardless because the assassination is the problem. What            
is striking in the comment thread is 1) the high degree of replies and responses directly                
to certain people, 2) the degree of personality applied in the comments, 3) the amount               
of impolite comments and replies and 4) the focus on Islam and Danish muslims. Very               
similar to comments on the article shared by Politiken the thread is characterized by an               
omnipresent “embeddedness” where the Facebook users draw mainly on the same           
conflict. What is meant by embeddedness, is that fact that few comments address the              
content of the article and instead heavily relate to many other issues, incidents and              
public debates that takes place outside of the content of the shared article. What in               
general seems to be the focus of many of these comments is a conflict between what is                 
referred to as “here in Denmark, us Europeans, the Western World, the civilized world,              
christian countries, etc.” and on the other hand what is referred to as “down there, the                
middle east, Islamist, terrorists, muslim countries etc.” just to follow the very broad             
generalisations that some comments entails. The expression of these generalisation          
differ widely amongst the comments, and some comments are directly challenging           
generalisations. Though the similarity across the two different articles are quite striking            
when it comes to the question of freedom of speech despite that fact that the articles                
was quite different and that none of them directly deals with the subject of freedom of                
speech.  
 
Share and comment: a potential of engagement 
The fact that Facebook users has access to shared articles and can share and comment               
these entail a potential in it self. It must though be noted that not all Facebook users has                  
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been in contact with these articles, and the amount of “likes” on each article exceeds the                
amount of comments, indicating that showing merely agreement rather than an           
argument are used among Facebook users. While this provides a way for users to show               
agreement it does not facilitate any interaction or justification of the reason for liking              
the content and cannot engage the users in a discursive praxis where opinions can be               
reflected up as Habermas stresses the importance of in a public sphere.  
That said, both articles did receive comments, and as everyone with a Facebook account              
can access these articles, the thread could definitely fulfil the criteria for being a public               
sphere. The act of making a comment requires for the user to formulate a an opinion or                 
standpoint in relation to the sharing and other users comment, which cannot be             
separated from the user’s understanding of subject in general and where the user has              
the possibility to turned the thread into what he or she feels is important. Exactly for                
this reason few addresses the content of the articles and a wider public debate about               
freedom of speech is being carried out in the threads.  
 
Comment and reply: To understand or make a statement  
The platform for a public sphere is created through sharing an article and providing an               
opportunity to comment. It is accessible albeit highly depending on a user's network.             
The following chapter will look upon several comments and replies in order to assess 1)               
if there is different opinions expressed, 2) if the comments and replies entails a              
justification, that is argumentation for the opinion expressed and 3) if the the users              
challenge each other’s opinions through the reply function.  
In order to do so we have chosen comments that illustrate how opinions and statement               
are made in connection to the topic of freedom of speech and how they have been                
challenged in different ways.  
 
Connotations over justification  
The comments dealing with Politiken declaring themselves Charlie frequently entailed          
the word ‘hypocritical’ and some of them ‘Judas’ which was multiple times argued for              
through sharings of articles that explains how Politiken apologized when they published            
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earlier drawings of the Prophet Muhammed originally published by Jyllands Posten in            
September 2005 (Politiken 26st of February 2010)  
Others argue in a somewhat similar way stating that Politiken “​strut in borrowed             
feathers” (klæder sig i lånte fjer), putting an emphasis on the how Charlie Hebdo has               
dared to publish the drawings and that Politiken are not entitled to benefit from Charlie               
Hebdo’s attitude: 
“You are everything BUT    
Charlie. Awful to see how the      
newspaper Politiken, and the    
staff at this paper dresses in      
borrowed feather. You are    
more or less making yourself martyrs on the expense of brave people. (...) Really, really disgusting to see                  
how you in the most seamy way adheres yourself to Charlie's integrity and courage”  
This comments is exemplary of how many users in the Politiken thread were addressing              
their comments directly to Politiken instead of talking with other users. The misleading             
appearance of Politiken being connected to the users makes them direct their attention             
to the silent Facebook page/administrator, despite no responses being elicited. It           
becomes, for some, a tool to express your approval or disapproval to the Politiken as an                
organization rather than a space of dialogue between readers. The comment also            
expresses an opinion that Charlie Hebdo did something very brave and that other media              
cannot take credit for this. The notion that what Charlie Hebdo did was brave clearly               
state a positive connotation to the doings of Charlie Hebdo and hence the fact that the                
drawings was indeed published. This positive connotation most likely relates to an            
attitude and a certain understanding of ‘Freedom of Speech’ that are also heavily             
debated in the comments. The fact that Politiken cannot declare themselves Charlie            
Hebdo is argued, as mentioned argued for, however the view of freedom of speech and               
these positive connotations if left without argument and are lacking justification.  
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One Facebook user depicts how the drawings and freedom of speech are intertwined,             
though in other comments the connection between freedom of speech and the drawings             
is just assumed :  
“Back then, they apologised    
because the world got so     
upset about everything   
[referring to the Muhammed    
drawings originally published   
in Jyllands Posten and    
re-published in Politiken].   
Here the “terrorist” clearly    
show that an apology is not enough. And therefore it is good that they show them [the drawings]. I think that                     
all media are ought to send out the Muhammed drawings once again to show them [the “terrorists”] that                  
they are not the ones in charge in our countries. Though, this might bite us in the ass. But if we do not stand                        
by our freedom of speech then why have it? - and no. They should not apologise to begin with”  
This comment clearly shows how the debate is embedded in a web of multiple other               
debates, events and attention to terrorism, freedoms of speech, feeling of belonging to a              
certain group of countries and in this regard a division between us (the ones with               
freedom of speech) and them (the terrorist). These are taken-for-granted links at least             
10 other Facebook users can recognize and agree with (10 likes). The above comment              
was a reply on a comment that criticizes the editor of Politiken, Bo Lidegaard, of being                
“double-hypocritical”, which did not mention freedom of speech or terrorism as such,            
but took a standpoint towards the fact that Politiken declare themselves #VierCharlie.            
The interconnectedness between different opinions, events and other conflicts of the           
everyday are so embedded that the link between do not have to be established but are                
pre-assumed. This embeddedness is what Habermas describes as the lifeworld of actors.            
These underlying beliefs, values and views must be brought to the fore, in the form of                
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verbalization, to create a possibility of reaching consensus or at the very least             
understanding of the other participant.  
 
Comments in disagreement  
Although the above mentioned standpoint is analytically simplified it is possible to            
overall split the comments, relating to publishing the drawings into either for or against​.              
One Facebook users, Louise, tries to challenge both the positive connotations given to             
the drawings and the notion that the assassination was carried out in the name of Islam.                
Louise represent a line argumentation (33 users show their consent) in opposition to             
the strong positive connotation    
‘Freedom of Speech’ received    
from many other users:  
“Since I am not a muslim I am not         
obliged to wear a burka. If anyone feel        
violated because of that it is their own        
problem. On the other hand, what I can control myself is what I chose to say and how I treat others. And I do                        
not see any reason to use freedom of speech as a weapon against people who view the world different from                    
me. Especially not when there is no other purpose than provocation in itself and a clear demonstration                 
power “just because we can” - And the result is just an increased bad ambience and unease. Which side                   
benefits from this? I might well be that        
we are ALLOWED, but it does not mean        
that it is the right thing to do or the          
appropriate thing to do.” 
Louise here questions the    
nature of such drawings    
providing a counter argument    
for the many comments that favors publishing the drawings. Furthermore she directly            
ask a question of the benefits of the drawings, indicating that she do not follow the                
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above mentioned positive connotations. The question if left unanswered, though Louise           
receives following reply:  
“But why is it the most stupid and most restricted who can dictate what we can write???? If an imam feels                     
violated, should we then apologize and deny? We have our freedom today because someone dared to attack                 
and insult the power. Are you completely outside history?? or just stupid.??” (Thomas) 
Thomas argues that there is value in “attacking and insulting” which the original             
comment above argued against. Besides, a claim is made that this argumentation is valid              
due to historical facts, that are not further mentioned, and hence it is not really               
debatable, hence the people having other claims must be “outside history, or just             
stupid”. While Thomas argues for the value of “attacking and insulting” he fails to              
engage in the question of the drawings that Louise asked. As a reply another Facebook               
user challenge this claim: 
“Thomas - Do you honestly     
think that a drawing of a      
religious prophet who makes    
out with someone else in such      
a way that the drool floods is       
well founded/ well argued for     
news material? For me it     
mostly reminds me of fascist     
propaganda that has exactly been published because it is the most stupid/ lowest common denominator               
who ALREADY is in charge. Look at the news media today? To compare muslim immigration with warlike                 
siege of our country - it is just a tad to extreme” 
This reply points out how the drawing is provoking rather than an “well founded/ well               
argued for news material” and deem this embedded in general news media that             
“compare muslim immigration with warlike siege for our country”. While Thomas did            
not directly express a situation of warlike siege or news media in general the notion of                
the fight for freedom versus violation of certain religions are understood as a general              
conflict by Mikkel in which he believes to position himself differently from Thomas. The              
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two replies do not have a direct relation to the article on Charlie Hebdo, the original                
comment posted by Louise or directly to each other. Instead these comments are used              
to position oneself and one another in relation to a wider debate about what ought to be                 
news, freedom of speech and to some extent the accommodation of different cultures in              
a country. Mikkel does not directly engage in the claims made by Thomas, yet urges him                
to engage in his view upon a media portray. The comments becomes rather lost in               
space, than a platform of further dialogue and a question of understanding differences,             
and hence appear without having a significance for the common issue of freedom of              
speech. 
 
Questioning the logic of an argument 
Another reply, is more directly questioning the logic of Louise's comment and aims at              
starting a discussion about respect/ tolerance in relation to freedom of speech: 
“But then you (Louise) must think      
that it is alright for some people to        
think that you should be killed      
because you are not wearing a      
burka. That, you also chose to do       
‘because you can’. I, and many others, would like to be allowed to read newspapers and magazines that                  
treats events in the world both seriously and humorously. Do you really think that it is a bad thing that I                     
read newspapers and that people write them ‘just because we can’?  
The reply does not take a standpoint towards general conflicts directly, but is focused              
around a personal interest in “newspapers and magazines that treat events in the world              
both seriously and humorously”. Furthermore the reply entails an interest in the logics             
and the argumentation performed by Louise asking her to engage with this new             
perspective on the situation. Louise did not reply. In general Facebook users do not              
reply several times. Little back and forward dialogue is actually established compared to             
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e.g. the like function, where people can show either consent or dissent on the reply or                
comment. Comments and replies are made, but a back and forward communication            
between the users are overshined by sometimes quite rude comments stating a            
standpoint as if it was a fact. 
The fact that many replies address the way that Louise is challenging this view, and that                
several of these replies directs a question towards her, testifies to a notion that the               
participants are sincerely interested in understanding Louise’s perspective: 
“If you follow your chain of thought       
Louise, then where do you draw a line?        
Then everyone can come and demand      
that you cannot do this and that because        
it is violating some. It creates more closedness. In a democracy one has to put up with critique, satire and the                     
like.”  
Louise does not reply Martin, hence leaving him with little further understanding of her              
perspective, though the comment does show that the users challenge each other’s            
reasoning to some extent.  
 
Expressed disagreement  
Louise also received many other types of comments, which was more focused on             
portraying direct disagreement than questioning her argumentation:  
“Because of fools like you, who have       
not understood shit, we are in this       
situation as we are today. What are       
going to do with those     
trouble-makers? Everyone who is not     
integrated within two years and     
cannot make it on their own should       
get out [of Denmark]. We “Danes” are damn stupid, where are our unity? They are not Danes, but refugees                   
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without respect for our rules. [I] am so tired of hearing about all the shit they are making here and there.                     
There should be zero tolerance towards them” 
The reply refers to a situation, which is by Per experienced as a common situation as he                 
does not explain what it entails. He assumes the other would naturally follow his              
concerns, which he blame Louise for, placing her, in a camp of “fools” who are causing                
damage to the rest of “the Danes” instead of joining unity against “refugees” or              
“trouble-makers”. As little as it relates to freedom of speech and #viercharlie as much              
does this reply show how the debate is intertwined with many general opinions about              
national identity and Islamic culture, without actually arguing for what exactly the            
problem or the solution is thought to be, but to a larger degree declare to be in one or                   
the other camp of accusations. The conflict that Per addresses is immense and he              
expresses to be overall tired of certain trouble-makers, who are labelled “them” in             
opposition to “us”, which might be too large of a conflict for the other users to engage in,                  
might be too out-of-place or might be too extreme. Per’s reply might have been read by                
multiple Facebook users but no one engages in his standpoint. Positioning oneself,            
without further dialogue or debate characterises many of the comments made. 
  
Challenge of an embedded conflict 
On the other hand, some of the Facebook users that has commented carries on a longer                
discussion about freedom of speech where it is pointed out more directly what they can               
agree and disagree about. This is mostly in connection to the comments made by Louise,               
where she both challenges the use of free speech and further the way that other users                
deem Islam as being a source of these attacks. Twice she mentions that it is a matter of                  
two perpetrators and not a religion as in the comment above and in the following: 
“Good logic. 2 muslims out of      
2,2 billion commit terror, so let      
us then re-display the    
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Mohammed drawings and begin the Mohammed crises part 2. We should of course stand together against                
these (whole 2) people who attack our freedom of speech like that”  
In this very ironic comments Louise is trying to challenge the argument that there is a                
group of people who are a threat to the freedom of speech and the need for publishing                 
cartoons of Mohammed, and is this way questions how other users have linked the              
drawings with several other connotations as e.g. Per did. 11 people showed their             
consent by liking the comment, and 8 people showed, if in different degrees, their              
disagreement by making a reply. Two of them being Christopher and Brian who Louise              
continues to discuss   
with: 
Christopher​: Yes, lets   
subject ourselves because   
some do not have any form of       
humor in their lives. 
Brian​: Louise I completely    
agree that one should not     
blame all muslims for this.     
Because they naturally do not     
hold the responsibility. But    
on the contrary you should     
stick to facts. They were 3. In       
this case. But they are,     
though, not the only ones.     
Whether it is about    
10000-100000-1000000. I of   
course do not know.  
Christopher also plays on ironically setting up an absurd scenario, in the same way that               
Louise did, where Brian buys the overall argument but doubt the truthfulness of it,              
assuming that more people have been involved while acknowledging that he know little             
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about it. He hence contribute to the other comments which argue that the assassination              
is not merely a matter of two or three criminals, but relates to a wider conflict. At the                  
same time, he agrees that this is not a matter of being muslim or not, hence engaging                 
with Louise’s argument, which might be the reason that Louise gives him a reply instead               
of replying to the other comments. Furthermore his comment is a more polite, and the               
fact that he dares to question his own knowledge invites to discussing the subject more               
than stating fact as e.g when Thomas claims that other perspective is a lack of history                
knowledge and due to stupidity.  
 
Provocation or freedom of speech: comments as a way of positioning 
The “most relevant” comment on the article of BT is stating that “People do not know                
the damn difference between freedom of speech and provocation!!! That is what have             
caused all the shit..”.    
Where many of the    
perspectives about the   
qualities and potential   
damage that these drawing can cause are also present. Firstly it is worth noting that the                
first comment that a user will see when, is Shafa’s comment, which makes a clear               
distinction between provocation and free speech. Many of the users will hence take a              
standpoint in relation to this comment, and in this way certain comments have more              
influence on the thread due to amount of ‘likes’ and comments. This can both be a                
hindrance for the discussion as it is predefined in certain terms although also enabling              
discussions about comments that most users finds relevant.  
In general the comments are more impolite and have less content about what freedom              
of speech entails, where many state that if certain people disagree they can “just leave”: 
“And people who cannot respect the      
opinion of the West can just fuck off.        
We have not asked them to come, so        
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just go home - to the date-picking-country.” 
 
Though few of the replies are as rude as the comment, taunting undertones are              
frequently used in order to state that the others users claims are incorrect. Several              
claims are made in the same way, while being polite, still not arguing for an opinion as                 
much as simply taking a position: 
“In this case I think that provocation is        
in order” 
 
“All the newspapers should    
show these drawings. I am so      
damn tired of us having to      
accommodate and include etc.    
but what about the other way      
around?? Freedom of speech, satire and other is an important part and if they cannot take to see a drawing                    
of a dead prophet then no wonder there is war All over!! Get a grip”  
The discussion is highly characterized by assumption about difference between          
‘muslims’ and ‘Danes’, with a greater focus upon Islam and muslims being a source of               
trouble. A “clarification” is made by Danni through a picture (see picture to the right),               
illustrating how many users do not distinguish in their         
comments. The need for displaying the picture       
testifies to the vast amount of comments made with         
the same types of generalisations as the one portrayed         
by Olaf (people from the date-picking countries). The        
likelihood of Danni having created this picture himself        
is quite low, and a google search on the text of the            
picture shows that it has been shared on many social          
medias. Not only in this debate has someone felt the need to make a distinction between                
being muslim and being a terrorist which underline the comments entailing these            
generalisation is a part of a wider public debate. To a large extent this debate is carried                 
out through comments of an article, that does not deal with Islam or terrorism per se,                
but is connected and has a mutual influence.  
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Many of the comments took a standpoint towards whether or not the drawings should              
have been published, though not arguing for their standpoint as shown in the comments              
above. 
 
Counterclaims 
The most “relevant” comment, by Shafa, that received many replies and likes, did not              
explain the differences between provocation and freedom of speech or how the            
misunderstanding of the two has let to “all the shit” and what “all the shit” is. Still it                  
received the most attention where the discussion, as shown above, quickly turned into a              
matter of Islam and terrorism. Only one comment directly addresses the distinction            
between freedom of speech and provocation: 
“It is you who have misunderstood      
something! Freedom of speech can     
be provocative, otherwise there    
would have been no reason to have       
it if one could only say what others        
find tasteful. Muslims MUST simply     
learn to control their anger     
concerning the drawings and other things that could provoke them no matter of it your prophet or others                  
that is  mocked. Otherwise we cannot live together.”  
Leon here provides a counter argument for Shafa, to which he receives no reply, yet               
showing both a statement and an interest in speaking with Shafa. The tone of the               
comment is though rather absolute in its claims, it is a clear statement in a debate more                 
than an attempt to view the problem from the perspective of Shafa or to argue for his                 
own perspective.  
Exactly this way of communicating, by statements and claims, are dominating most            
comments and replies.  
The link between freedom of speech and the possibility “to live together” or live in a                
democratic society is pre-assumed more than it is discussed and argued for, which is              
quite a paradox taking into consideration the subject of freedom of speech.  
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Debate or dialogue? 
The above analysis show that there is many different opinions, statements and positions             
that are being played out in the threads, though, many of the comments entails the same                
types of arguments and statements. The fact that many of the comments are quite alike               
testifies to what can overall be drawn from these comments: they are a way of               
expressing a view, often lacking argumentation and do not engage in the perspective of              
a different opinion.  
Assumed connotations and sense-making in a comment is exercised over ways of            
justifying the statement of the comment. Some comments, hereunder the discussion           
with Louise, do question certain logics and provide a counter argument, however, the             
further engagement is minimal.  
Often expressions of disagreement is not a matter of engaging in the comments that has               
been previously made, even though these are often replies at a comment, but is more of                
a counterclaim merely claiming that another position is stupid, invalid or causing            
danger.  
The criteria of diversity is met to the extent that opposing views is most certainly played                
out and commented on, though, the nature of plurality must connect to argumentation             
as a way of enlightening the others in a perspective. Many of the comments are hence                
counter positions more that a way of interaction and engaging in the diversity of              
opinions.  
The possibility to “to look upon the same world from another’s standpoint’​” (Arendt in              
Frazer 2009: 215) is to a large extent substituted with choosing ‘camps’ of accusations              
or a position ‘for’ or ‘against’ that is further underlined with the use of the “like” button,                 
which is hit more times that the reply function, in the comments deemed “most              
relevant”. The comments and replies, regardless of the tone or degree of engagement,             
are much more a matter of starting points are made rather than engage in a dialogue                
where mutual understanding is the aim. Yet, some comments and replies do entail             
dialogue that takes place with several replies and questions about opinions:  
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Read and reply: To engage in a different perspective 
The above section was mostly focused upon comments that received much attention            
and was also very typical for the comments in general. In general the comments above               
focused on being ‘for or against’ the drawings, while the following comments are             
focused on reaching mutual understanding and sometimes agreement.  
 
“I see a debate with different opinions”/ Subordinate or move! 
The list of comments and replies are long and one comment started muliple discussion              
about the history of religions, religion in general and its relation to society and freedom               
of speech. The following replies and comments was characterized by both having very             
different opinions and at the same time agreeing that it is important to spell out and                
discuss these opinions and is besides very long.  
The comment that began the series of reply was written by Youssef claiming that it is                
arrogant to display the    
drawings because it   
“mocks a fifth of the     
world's’ population”  
and that displaying the    
drawing merely show that “they are worse than them [the terrorists]” (see screenshot             
to the right). The discussion first develops into a question of what freedom of speech is                
followed by a long discussion about religion and its place in “modern society”. 
Five users are actively engaged in the discussion and a reply is made directly to Youssef: 
“Yeah, Youssef (xxx) we should live      
happy and in peace, you are right       
about that, but then don’t come up       
here and try to change a lot, we live         
up here as we do, respect that, or        
don’t, and then go to a country where you want to live according to your rules” 
This reply is heavily loaded with embedded assumptions such as national identity,            
rights to a country, diasporas and at the same time claims that “some” who are different                
from the “we” should not “come up here and try to change a lot” signifying that changes                 
of a society are restricted in some sense. Nick received the following reply: 
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“Nick (xxx), where do you see that       
Yousseff is trying to change a lot? I        
see a debate with different     
opinions, and there is, by all      
means, nothing wrong with that!” 
What Per points out is exactly the quality of being able to engage in each other                
differences rather than merely “live according to your rules” or just make changes.             
Though, all the involved Facebook users in this discussion sincerely show interest in the              
opinions of one another, especially in Youssef’s opinions, Per demonstrates the quality            
that of having the discussion in itself. The choice to write “by all means” (ved gud)                
highlight how this way of debate is significant for what is debated. Youssef touches              
somehow upon the same when replying to Nick: 
“When one goes down to     
afghanistan and bomb away to bring      
democracy, and then you come and      
tell me who has not used anything       
but words that I should remain      
silent… How do you want me to       
take that seriously?”  
 
 
The discussion, the way of exercising speech and raise opinions through Facebook,            
becomes intertwined with freedom of speech and democratic values that is in fact             
exercised through the comments. Youssef is here challenging Nick's argument claiming           
that he has the right to speak, which Nick afterwards acknowledge, though arguing that              
Youssef is in a christian country and should “comply” to that: 
“Yousef [I am] not saying that you       
should stay quite, [I am] saying muslims       
should comply if they want to live in a         
christian country and we should do the       
same if we move, and if one cannot do         
that then move”  
What is meant by ‘comply’ is not further explained, but the reply shows that according               
to Nick there is certain things that are not up for debate, but is ‘just the way things are in                    
a christian country’. Whether or not Nick is right in this claim is less interesting than the                 
fact that he argues that certain values or opinions do not have its right in both the                 
ongoing discussion and in society at large. Viewing certain comments as unrightful            
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directly argues against the possibilities to engage with each others differences and            
thereby exercise the plurality that Arendt argues for. Instead of putting forward an             
opinion about how a political community should as a nation or a country should be, Nick                
state that certain things are just they way they are and “if one cannot [comply] then                
move”. In relation to Habermas understanding of the communicative action, Nick do not             
state any subjective world view on an “imagined community” that can be agreed upon              
or tested and neither a new beginning, that is a change in standpoint in regards to                
plurality, or an attempt of agreement can be reached. The communication between Nick             
and Youssef is hence quite closed while they actually do agree in the end that the                
“Western world” should not interfere with the “Middle East”. 
What is striking about the replies between Youssef and Nick is how they both portray               
themselves and each other as belonging to separate cultural praxises, where neither            
make the attempt to engage in each other's world view as they are not interested in any                 
form of reconciliation. Throughout the comments this way of agreeing to disagree            
occurs several times, while in this thread Per in the meantime stresses the importance              
of the attempt to engage in each other’s worldviews, especially, or “by all means” in               
connection to the subject that are being discussed.  
The discussion on this comment is left in disagreement, but were many different             
opinions have been raised and discussed amongst the Facebook users concerning           
religion and Western interference in Middle-Eastern countries. The question of whether           
or not to display drawings of the Prophet Muhammed hence turned into a sharing of               
different opinions about difference of religion, culture and wars that are currently            
taking place, with a high degree of direct replies.  
 
Tommy: “Many good points are made” 
When observing one of the discussion      
on the thread on BT, one user's       
comments stood out in both length and       
form. He first argues that the drawing       
is not to insult muslims but is a way to          
fight terror and that there is need to        
“send a strong signal” and everything      
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but would be “self censorship and an       
indirect victory for the terrorists”.     
Furthermore he argues, by agreeing     
with another reply that “non-evil”     
muslims should not take offense in the       
drawings. This view is challenged by      
others users that share pictures and      
articles of Charlie Hebdo firing an      
employee for making a cartoon of      
former prime minister, Sarkozy’s son     
converting to Judaism and not     
apologizing (see picture to the right).      
Other articles of restriction of what      
could be viewed as freedom of speech was shared to          
which Tommy answers “Good points! also some I was         
unaware about (...)” and continues to argue that it is          
still important to display the drawings. In this way         
Tommy reflects and take into consideration the       
arguments made by the other users and compose a         
new argument trying to get them engaged in his         
opinion. He does not receive any direct answers,        
though he follows the discussion and makes his last         
remark to a comment, made by Safiya stating that terrorism is often deemed to be               
connected to Islam though this is not always the case. Tommy replies “Safiya damn I like                
it when someone can argue!” and repeats that the drawings is not a provocation but a                
way to fight terrorism. In the end comment he state that “But I have received some very                 
good arguments and much to think about in this thread. Despite a few detours it is one                 
of the more reasonable public debates I have had about the subject. Thank you for a                
“more or less” good tone”.  
Tommy kept his opinion though he was moved by the other user’s comments and states               
in the end that he will think about them and take them into consideration. In the same                 
way he directed his replies towards other comments where he let them know how he               
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understands them while still arguing for this opinion by actively engaging in others             
standpoint. Tommy’s comments shows how he attempts “​to look upon the same world             
from another’s standpoint’​” (Arendt in Frazer 2009: 215), not only through the            
comments, but also after he left the discussion. It must though be noted that Tommy do                
not receive the same interested from the other users. He is met with short comments               
aimed and making him and other users aware that freedom of speech is limited. There               
was no attempt of engaging in Tommy’s perspective or further enlighten Tommy in a              
different perspective. This might relate to the fact that his comments was quite long, and               
demanded more time for a possible engagement, but could also be caused by a lack of                
interest in changing perspectives.  
Henrik and Sefkan: An    
attempt to view the world     
from another perspective 
Another thread lead by Sefkan     
and Henrik show a sincere     
interest in understanding each    
other difference, where very    
long replies were made in     
order to gain an    
understanding of the situation    
from different perspectives.   
Along different opinions about    
freedom of speech,   
provocation and war in the     
middle east questions about    
the other person's opinion was     
directly asked. Sefkan directs a     
message to Henrik where he claims that in general there is a focus upon muslims that                
contributes to a misunderstanding of Islam and wrong generalizations of muslims as a             
group. In the reply Sefkan often use the term “I think that” which put an emphasis on                 
the subjectiveness and thereby the debatable nature of his opinions. Henrik afterwards            
agree to Sefkans point while putting and emphasis on “One just have to understand that               
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[in] the western culture, there the freedom of speech is quite important”. Furthermore             
he explains that he “does not understand the muslims that are sitting in here [on               
Facebook] and are directly spiteful towards Danes and Denmark”. Lastly he asks Sefkan             
“why is it for so many muslims a        
provocation that the west is in Syria       
and Iraq (...)” where he afterwards      
asks if Sefkan can agree that others       
would suffer under such regimes.  
Sefkan explains that Islam has     
nothing to do with these things and       
the he agrees there are certain rules       
that one must comply to. He then       
goes from stating that there must be       
a line between what can be deemed       
as freedom of speech to provocation      
into explaining that he disagrees     
with the believe that the west are       
really fighting against IS in Syria and Iraq as they just “support the Kurds”. Henrik does                
not quite understand this point and ask if the Kurds should not be support, to which                
Sefkan answers “Absolutely, IS should be directly eradicated” and suggest that the west             
give more support. Henrik then agrees while claiming that many muslims would find it              
provocative and the discussion ends with “so it is not that easy”.  
The line of communication between Sefkan and Henrik is quite polite and builds on              
attempts of agreement. Mostly Henrik asks Sefkan questions in a sincere manner,            
because he does not understand certain aspects of the conflict. When asking questions             
about Sefkans opinion it seems as if he requires a muslim perspective where Safkan              
would have the possibility to enlighten him in a worldview different from his own. Both               
Henrik and Sefkan are this way open towards viewing a subject from different             
perspective while at the same time arguing for their own perspective. Even though the              
conversation moved from dealing with the extent to which the drawings are freedom of              
speech into a question of military action in Syria and Iraq this line of communication               
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shows how some users of Facebook are able to share and engage in opinions that are                
different from their own.  
It should here be noted that Henrik and Sefkan mostly likely know each other              
beforehand, as Henrik writes “you know me well enough to know that I am not saying                
that all muslims are like those fools from Paris”. We can know little about whether               
Sefkan would know Henrik “well enough” through previous comments or whether they            
know each other from elsewhere, but it does show that the relationship between two              
users having different perspectives of a situation is not without relevance. If assuming             
that Sefkan and Henrik do know each other from elsewhere it is interesting that they               
choose to share their views in a more public setting. They could have had this dialogue                
through personal messages, however it seems important to them that more people are             
enlightened in their views. The possibility for people to engage in a more anonymous              
setting, where they are less personal and more focused on the altered opinions and              
further the possibility to connect to several users at the time is here a strength of                
Facebook as a platform of communication. It resonate well with Arendt perspective of             
speech as political instead of social and personal, where it is a matter of the common                
issue more than the person behind the statement. The fact that the conversation ends              
with a recognition that there indeed must be people out there who would             
fundamentally disagree and it is “not that easy” testifies to a reflexive praxis of              
acknowledgement of differences and that such actions as a military action is not just              
done but requires attention and discussion from many perspectives. Henrik thus           
provide an opinion well aware that other opinions exists, which might also be the              
reason that he finds it important to share his comments with multiple other users, and               
why he went from a statement about freedom of speech into the topic of military               
actions. 
  
Comments as perspectives? 
Though we have seen many comments that are quite empty in terms of engagement in               
interaction and argumentation for opinions, the above comments show that attempts           
are made to engage and understand the an opposing perspective, and to a some extent               
also achieved. The achievement in engaging in different perspectives connects to an            
enhanced awareness about other opinions and an acknowledgement that expressed          
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opinions is might not be the only relevant perspective on the topic. The willingness and               
awareness of different perspective is far more important than to agree in similarities, as              
plurality and hence the potential of new beginnings, as Arendt argues, is exactly the              
possibility to be different. In the above comments a public sphere building on exchange              
of different perspectives was present, though the engagement was over a short period             
with little opportunity to engage in ​action​.  
 
Flaming: Empty accusations 
While many comments was an attempt to discuss, albeit often through mere statements,             
other comments is an attempt to degrade the opinions, views or groups of others              
through flaming: 
“Mike: ​Muslims you are dogs [I]      
sincerely hope you will be     
removed from the world and piss      
off and take your cousins with you 
Muln​: We would be home if your       
brothers fra usa and Israel did not       
commit terror against our people,     
Mike 
Güllo​: You can piss off your little       
shit.”  
 
Few of the comments and replies are as rude as the one above, though, it shows a                 
general tendency of users merely putting forward accusations or blunt opinions. It is             
quite impossible to engage in any discussion about common issues when the comments             
and replies are targeting persons rather than issues. Quite a few similar comments was              
made on the BT article, while on the article shared by Politiken less was of this                
character and the few present did not receive much attention. Comments like these             
underline how comments on Facebook are also highly a battlefield more than what can              
be understood as a public space.  
Where the comment above had little content in regards to the subject being the              
discussed other comments do entail an opinion but is still targeting groups of people              
where dialogue about the standpoint is prevented:  
Peter​: Genius! If we bend     
then those monkeys will win,     
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send them back to the hole they came from, which most likely is a place where one shits in a hole and cooks                       
over a bonfire! 
Michael​: Very unintelligently written 
Søren​: But true!!!! 
The above comments are not only rude but at the same time closed and stubborn               
leaving no space for different views and no arguments to engage in the each other's               
differences.  
Though Peter takes a standpoint towards the drawings suggesting that “we should not             
bend” there is little content to discuss. There is no argumentation for his standpoint              
which prevents other users to engage with in the standpoint. What other users can do is                
merely to show consent or discontent, but mutual understanding and room for plurality             
cannot be reached through such an approach. In this way Facebook becomes a place              
where other conflicts are being lived out without being discussed but merely displayed,             
might even worsen as the degree of rudeness might increase with anonymity. In general              
we find that many comments are quite rude in this sense with little content and               
argumentation therefore merely a position against certain groups and views. Often           
these positions are rooted in an understanding of conflict between different cultures            
such as muslims against Danes as a position in a wider ongoing public debate/ conflict,               
as expressed in the following: 
“In the christian faith you turn the       
other cheek. And if a drawing can       
change the entire world, then you      
have not gone far, and you should       
supposedly sit in a tent, a little       
south from here, and not stay in a        
civilised society like ours in the West. The two cultures must be separate and cannot unite” 
Other comments contained a complete lack of argument, still portraying a statement,            
where replies was made, but without any attempt of understanding worldview such as             
the following:  
Morten: There is absolutely no one who “should stop” anything besides those buttnecks that think that they                 
necessarily have to drag their shitty religion all over the rest of us; and if people do not get it, then they are                       
free to bugger of the same way.  
Caroline​: Goodmorning Morten (xxx) it is only 07.00 o’clock what out for your blood pressure 
Berit​: And eat your watermelon, and relax, more hate to the muslim just makes you more ill 
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Thomas​: Of curse that have to continue, there is no doubt about that. And powerful of BT to print the front                     
page.  
Karina​: You forgot the 4 jews      
there was shout as well [Caroline],      
but maybe there is a reason for       
that? 
Caroline​: Ohhhh, just stop it     
Karina. Actually I also forgot the      
perpetrators. And where are you     
going with that? 
Though Morten’s comment   
can be classified as quite     
impolite it does portray a     
standpoint in regards to the     
drawings, claiming that   
“nobody should stop   
anything besides buttnecks   
with a shitty religion”. The     
lack of argumentation for the standpoint is clear, though nobody asks for it. There is no                
attempt to understand what Morten means with his claim, where he is more or less also                
made a fool of by the following two indulgent replies. In the same way, Karina is not                 
engaging in Caroline's standpoint but solely questions that she forgot a detail about the              
assassination rather than asking her about her perspectives, which is probably why            
Caroline do not understand “where are you going with that?”.  
 
A lack of interest in different perspectives  
Impolite comments and replies are of course problematic in the sense that they can be               
quite offensive, though the hindrance is not as much the tone as the content. When               
stating that some can ‘just bugger off’ or that certain groups or people are “dogs” while                
another one is a “little shit”, the reason behind their statement is lost together with the                
possibility to understand the same world from another perspective. Even though there            
is an opinion, a perspective or a worldview behind these types of comments they are               
hidden and according to Arendt  
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“Power is actualized only where word and deed have not parted company, where             
words are not empty and deeds not brutal, where words are not used to veil               
intentions but to disclose realities, and deeds are not used to violate and destroy              
but to establish relations and create new realities” (Arendt [1958] 1998:200). 
By power Arendt is referring to the power of political men to create new beginnings,               
where emphasis is put on what we have investigated as engagement in world views and               
opinions rather than blunt statements. It is quite clear that these empty and impolite              
comments holds little possibility action, of creating new realities together, but is to a              
larger extent a way of bringing a battle into Facebook where the conflict is reproduced               
rather than challenged.  
  
Conclusion 
Firstly it must be noted that many Facebook users has been made aware of the article                
and has decided to actively engage with other users by commenting and replying. The              
two threads contained over a thousand comments and replies, each entailing what can             
be understood as an individual appearance before the other users. Even the comments             
directed to the newspapers was available to other Facebook users where a statement             
appears before the others.  
Furthermore it must be noted that differences in statements and opinions were spelled             
out, replied to and contested by stating something opposing or by questioning the logic              
of the statement/ opinion.  
The amount of users, likes, comments and replies signify how Facebook indeed entails a              
space for users to raise common concerns, engage in debates, discussions and dialogues             
which the content of the comments and replies underlines. Yet, these debates,            
discussion and dialogues takes place in a short time frame (about 2 days) and do not go                 
into depth the different worldviews as users that commented mainly left just one or two               
replies.  
We have pointed out how users show interest in opinions that are argued for and how                
they engage in these argumentations, mostly in disagreement, with an interest in both             
understanding the perspective different from one’s own and at the same time challenge             
the perspective. However we found that only one user expresses that the replies might              
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have changed his view upon the subject, or that at least he is considering the new                
perspectives he gained and need time to reflect upon it.  
In general we see that the comments and replies are statements without argumentation             
or justification. Often these statements place themselves in an embedded conflict, where            
the Facebook users to a large extent ‘choose side’ rather than providing reason or              
argumentation for their opinion.  
Furthermore we found comments and replies that has been deprived from content of a              
common matter into comments of insulting, accusing and impolite comments creating a            
space of mudslinging rather than interaction. 
In general the sharing of the articles facilitated a debate rather that interactions based              
on dialogue and the comments constituted a battlefield rather than a space of mutual              
understanding and engagement in argumentations.  
 
Can Facebook be considered a public sphere? 
We have shown that Facebook is a platform that facilitates possibilities of            
communication and sharing information with others online. We have seen that many do             
in fact experience different opinions on Facebook, despite the fact that a newsfeed is              
created from algorithms aiming at designing an information flow suited to the user’s             
preference. Furthermore we have read many comments and replies that Facebook users            
has made towards the topic of freedom of speech, and seen that indeed many different               
opinions are raised and many replies made. Facebook surely provides possibilities of            
users coming together in ​speech and action and as “a body of ‘private persons’              
assembled to discuss matters of ‘public concern’ or ‘common interest’” (Fraser, 1990, p.             
58). Indeed such a user-driven media where the web of information is created from              
participating users has the potential of a horizontal debate not dictated by politicians or              
experts, but by the active users free choice of what to share, like and comment on, what                 
event to participate in, who to be ‘friends’ with and what groups to be a member of and                  
what pages to follow. Facebook can provide a space where users can formulate their              
opinion, view other opinions and engage in this reflexive praxis where new beginnings             
can emerge and ‘action’ can take place.  
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On the other hand we see that comments and replies do not live up to the                
idealized potentials of testing arguments, engaging in different opinions and viewing the            
same topic from a different perspective. To a greater extent the comments and replies              
are closed statements, a way of taking a position, as on a scale, much deprived from                
argumentation and ways of presenting to others a different way of understanding. The             
vast amount of comments and replies are repeated means-end statements expressing an            
opinion while neglecting to engage in other opinions. While comments are heavily used,             
argumentation and explanation is drowned in assumptions and generalizations drawn          
from other types of debates and conflicts, not to mention the like-buttons silent consent. 
However, Facebook is a dynamic and enormous space too large to generalize and             
too wide to investigate, where we of course find other types of comments, ways of               
engagement and indeed ways of organization around sensational events which have           
boosted political activism, revolutions, demonstrations and aided to alter change. In           
such a large field we have turned our attention towards certain users, certain issues,              
certain ways of communicating and certain ways of assessing its value.  
It is quite clear that the threads we observed did not concern an issue that the                
users had not been acquainted with before, some even expressed phrases as “here we              
go again” or being “tired of the whole thing”. Even more so the content of the comments                 
and replies, the statements and opinions found was strikingly similar in both threads             
and so clearly embedded in debates and events that had happen before, outside of the               
threads but had a relevance to statements expressed.​. ​We know little about the reasons              
for making a comment or reply, but it does in general seem like most users use the                 
comments as a way of either presenting an opinion without further communication or             
simply make other users aware that their statement is incorrect. We are left uncertain              
with the meanings, values and reasons that the users have for making comments, we              
can only declare that the comments, in general showed little justified interaction, and             
that maybe it is inadequate to value the comments from the benchmark of our criteria.  
With such a heavily debated subject as freedom of speech it might also be              
inadequate to merely look at Facebook, as we know little about how the debate is               
carried out elsewhere. Other topics discussed on Facebook might also have quite a             
different form and content, as well as threads that are not related to a newspaper article                
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might be quite different, not to mention the demographic implication, in terms of who              
follows which newspapers and who comments, replies and ‘likes’. 
The focus upon replies, and where debate and dialogue was actually established, also             
meant that many comments of no attention was neglected. Many comments albeit            
entailing much the same form and content as the ones we treated were left unnoticed               
both in this project and by other users. We can of course only speculate about how                
many read these comments, but it seems like many users raised an opinion in an empty                
space rather than a public space, where one can wish to be luckily enough to receive the                 
“thumbs up” from a like-button. It might very well be a space of appearance but without                
recognition, interaction and interest from other users it is much more a void space than               
a public space of political potential.  
That said, the vast amount of comments and replies and the debate and discussion that               
we observed might not correspond directly to the criteria of public space, but does this               
mean that it has no value of political matter?  
Facebook is first of all a social media, a network, and is used as such. The political                 
potential is hence somewhat of secondary order not in terms of outmost importance,             
but in terms of use. The way of relating oneself to a topic such as freedom of speech on                   
Facebook must have value for the user that choose to enter the thread. It matters for the                 
user, who is also actively shaping the space in their behaviour. The fact that political               
matters in this sense enters a social media creates a blur between the lines of the social                 
and the political realm, that Arendt has warned us against. In this way, Facebook is not a                 
public sphere, as such, but do hold certain qualities and can contribute to a political               
sphere concordance with offline public spaces. Instead of viewing Facebook as merely            
one or the other, Facebook provides multiple ways to interact with others, and indeed              
can alter social change in the offline setting. Though, it might at the same time be a                 
hindrance as being connected online, writing comments, that might be lost in an empty              
space, might be just a quick statement to an article that has not been read, while being                 
in a setting where the others are just before you but where silence conquers speech.  
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Conclusion 
This paper has investigated the degree to which Facebook could be considered a public              
sphere. Theoretical work from Hannah Arendt and Jürgen Habermas was used to create             
some criteria to evaluate the online platform. The analysis has been concerned with the              
dialogue that occurs through online comment threads. A survey was conducted to            
provide insight into how insulated the information flows of Facebook users were. The             
respondents generally expressed an experience of encountering different views on the           
topic of free speech. Few of the respondents had themselves posted content or             
commented on content about free speech despite many reporting to be opinionated on             
the topic. The respondents seemed to refrain from engaging others on Facebook,            
regarding the topic of free speech, despite being introduced to contrasting opinions.            
While the answers we received showed that content of public interest does appear on              
Facebook, it also showed that many does not consider it a space of interaction, at least                
not in a critical discursive sense. One of the main processes introducing novel views was               
friends sharing content on Facebook. Another process mentioned was public Facebook           
pages. This prompted us to turn our analytical gaze towards the comment threads of the               
Facebook pages of Danish newspapers. We proceeded to analyse the general form of             
commentary through content analysis. The comments were found to be short and with a              
majority of users only posting a single comment. The comment coding displayed a high              
degree of replies but a closer inspection revealed that many of the commenters did not               
engage in a sustained dialogue. Many of the reply comments were rather a reaction to               
the highest rated comments which did not receive response in return. The lack of              
interaction between most commenters is a failure in terms of achieving a conducive             
public sphere that engenders understanding of others. This attention to the specific            
comments was exacerbated by the algorithmic sorting of comments which sorts based            
on number of replies and likes. Diversity and reply rate was highest in the comment               
thread with most exposure showing some of the potential for interaction that Facebook             
contains. There was however also a more hostile, uncivil and incoherent environment in             
the same comment thread highlighting the backside of large amounts of participants.            
This duality presents a dilemma for an inclusive and accessible public sphere. The             
subsequent analysis of the quality of the ongoing conversations in the comment threads             
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showed the scattered and diverse types of speech throughout the comment threads.            
There were positive examples of users investing in each others’ views although only a              
single commenter expressed a potential change of view. Many of the comments lacked             
any reasoning or justification for their statements and mostly positioned the poster in             
an embedded conflict. 
These discoveries does not meet the criteria that we originally defined for an ideal              
public sphere. The main failure is the lack of interaction between comments. While this              
does occur, it is not to a large extent. The form of discourse is also problematic with                 
many comments lacking elements that are conducive to dialogue. Particularly what           
Habermas describes as a “good faith”, meaning an attitude that is open to change of               
opinions, seemed to be lacking. Facebook does nevertheless present some settings that            
can operate as a platform for public discourse. There are many potential types of              
discursive praxis within Facebook but the observed samples did mostly not exhibit            
invested dialogue. 
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Appendix A. 
 
The survey questions: 
Hvad er din alder? 
_____ 
 
 
Er du 
(1)  Mand 
(2)  Kvinde 
(3)  Andet 
 
 
I hvilken region bor du?  
(1)  Region Hovedstaden 
(2)  Region Sjælland 
(3)  Region Syddanmark 
(4)  Region Midtjylland 
(5)  Region Nordjylland 
 
 
I hvilket postnummer bor du? 
_____ 
 
 
Hvad er din sidst gennemførte uddannelse? 
(1)  Folkeskole 
(2)  HF, STX, HTX, HHX (Gymnasium, handelsskole, mm.) 
(3)  Kort videregående uddannelse med henblik på profession 
(4)  Bachelor 
(5)  Kandidat 
(6)  Ph. D. 
(7)  Andet (angiv venligst) _____ 
 
 
Hvad er din beskæftigelse? 
(1)  Lønmodtager 
(2)  Selvstændig 
(3)  Medhjælpende ægtefælle 
(4)  Studerende 
(5)  Folkeskole elev 
(6)  Lærling/ elev 
(7)  Arbejdsløs (Inklusiv aktivering, dagpenge og kontanthjælp) 
(8)  Hjemmegående 
(9)  Pensionist/ efterlønsmodtager 
(10)  Førtidspensionists  
(11)  På orlov/ barsel 
(12)  Andet (noter venligst) _____ 
 
 
Hvad er din personlige årlige indkomst før skat? 
(1)  0-99.999 
(2)  100.000-199.999 
(3)  200.000-299.999 
(4)  300.000-399.999 
(5)  400.000-499.999 
(6)  500.000 + 
 
 
Du er nu nået til den anden del af undersøgelsen, der handler om Facebook vaner.  
 
 
Hvor ofte bruger du generelt Facebook? 
(1)  Flere gange dagligt 
(2)  Ca. én gang dagligt 
(3)  Flere gange om ugen 
(4)  Ca. én gang om ugen 
(5)  Ca. hveranden uge 
(6)  Månedligt 
(7)  Nogle gange om året 
(8)  Aldrig 
(9)  Ved ikke 
 
 
Hvor mange Facebook grupper vil du mene at du er aktiv i? at være aktiv kan f.eks. 
indebære at læse opslag delt i i gruppen, selv at skrive opslag i gruppen, at læse 
kommentarer til opslag eller at deltage i begivenheder (events) som er delt i gruppen. 
(5)  0 
(1)  1-3 
(2)  4-8 
(3)  9-15 
(4)  Flere end 15 
 
 
Er nogle af disse grupper af følgende karakter? Sæt gerne flere kryds. 
(1)  Politisk parti grupper 
(2)  Interesseorganisation 
(3)  Gruppe vedrørende en mærkesag 
(4)  National bevægelse 
(5)  Bevægelse af politisk karakter 
(6)  Andet af politisk karakter (noter venligst) _____ 
(7)  Nej, ingen af grupperne jeg er aktiv i er af ovenstående karakter 
 
 
Hvor mange venner har du på Facebook? 
(1)  0-99 
(2)  100-199 
(3)  200-299 
(4)  300-399 
(5)  400-499 
(6)  500-599 
(7)  600+ 
(8)  Ved ikke 
 
 
Hvor ofte deltager du i begivenheder (events) du har fået kendskab til via Facebook? 
(1)  Flere gange dagligt 
(2)  Ca. én gang dagligt 
(3)  Flere gange om ugen 
(4)  Ca. én gang om ugen 
(5)  Ca. hveranden uge 
(6)  Månedligt 
(7)  Nogle gange om året 
(8)  Aldrig 
(9)  Ved ikke 
 
 
Var de begivenheder (events) du deltog i af følgende karakter? Hvis du har deltaget i flere 
typer af begivenheder kan du sætte flere kryds. 
(1)  Demonstration 
(2)  Politisk aktion 
(3)  Debat møde 
(5)  Parti møde 
(6)  Minde højtideligheder 
(7)  Andre former for begivenheder af politisk karakter (angiv venligst) _____ 
(8)  Nej 
(9)  Ved ikke 
 
 
Hvor ofte kommenterer du på opslag delt på Facebook? 
(1)  Flere gange dagligt 
(2)  Ca. én gang dagligt 
(3)  Flere gange om ugen 
(4)  Ca. én gang om ugen 
(5)  Ca. hveranden uge 
(6)  Månedligt 
(7)  Nogle gange om året 
(8)  Aldrig 
(9)  Ved ikke 
 
 
Du er nu nået til den sidste del af undersøgelsen der handler om emnet ytringsfrihed og 
yntringsfrihed som et emne på Facebook.  
 
 
Hvilke af følgende beskrivelser passer bedst med din forståelse af ytringsfriheden? (Sæt 
gerne flere kryds) 
(1)  Ytringsfrihed betyder at alle har ret til at udtale sig om alle vilkårlige emner 
(2)  Ytringsfrihed betyder retten til at ytre sig men kommer også med et ansvar om hvordan man 
ytrer sig 
(3)  Ytringsfrihed betyder retten til at ytre sig men kommer også med et ansvar om hvad man 
vælger at ytre sig om 
(4)  Ytringsfrihed er vigtigt for at beskytte dansk kultur 
(5)  Ytringsfrihed er vigtigt for at beskytte demokrati 
(6)  Ytringsfrihed kan være hæmmende for en fælles forståelse af hinandens forskelligheder 
(7)  Andet (angiv venligst)  _____ 
 
 
Hvilke af disse beskrivelser af ytringsfrihed mener du er den/de mest udbredte? 
(1)  Ytringsfrihed betyder at alle har ret til at udtale sig om alle vilkårlige emner 
(2)  Ytringsfrihed betyder retten til at ytre sig men kommer også med et ansvar om hvordan man 
ytrer sig 
(3)  Ytringsfrihed betyder retten til at ytre sig men kommer også med et ansvar om hvad man 
vælger at ytre sig om 
(4)  Ytringsfrihed er vigtigt for at beskytte dansk kultur 
(5)  Ytringsfrihed er vigtigt for at beskytte demokrati 
(6)  Ytringsfrihed kan være hæmmende for en fælles forståelse af hinandens forskelligheder 
(7)  Andet (angiv venligst)  _____ 
 
 
På en skala fra 1-7 i hvor høj grad føler du at ytringsfrihed er et emne du har holdinger 
omkring, hvor 1 er meget svage holdninger og 7 er meget stærke holdninger?  
_____ 
 
 
Har du delt en artikel eller video der omhandlede ytringsfrihed inden for de sidste tre 
måneder? 
(1)  Ja, flere 
(2)  Ja, en enkelt 
(3)  Nej 
(4)  Ved ikke 
 
 
Hvordan relaterede denne/de artikler eller videoer sig til din holdning omkring ytringsfrihed? 
(1)  Jeg var meget uening med indholdet 
(2)  Jeg var overvejende uenig med indholdet 
(3)  Jeg var meget enig med indholdet 
(4)  Jeg var overvejende enig med indholdet 
(8)  Jeg har både delt artikler/videoer hvor jeg var enig og uenig med indholdet. 
(5)  Den artkel/ video jeg delte omhandlede ikke en holdning 
(6)  Ved ikke 
(7)  Andet (angiv venligst) _____ 
 
 
Har du deltaget i et kommentarspor der omhandlede ytringsfrihed. F.eks. kommenteret på 
en nyhed, en artikel, en opdatering eller en video der handlede om ytringsfrihed indenfor de 
sidste tre måneder? 
(1)  Ja, flere 
(2)  Ja, en enkelt 
(3)  Nej 
(4)  Ved ikke 
 
 
Da du deltog i et kommentarspor læste du da en kommentar med en holdning forskellig fra 
din egen? 
(1)  Ja, der var flere kommentarer jeg var uenig i. 
(2)  Ja, der var nogle kommentarer jeg var uenig i. 
(3)  Nej, jeg var enig med kommentarerne. 
(6)  Jeg læste ikke de andre kommentarer i kommentarsporet 
(4)  Andet (angiv venligst) _____ 
(5)  Ved ikke 
 
 
Har du læst et kommentarspor som omhandlede ytringsfrihed indenfor de sidste 3 måneder? 
(1)  Ja, i flere kommentarspor 
(2)  Ja, i et enkelt 
(3)  Nej 
(4)  Ved ikke 
 
 
Da du læste et kommentarspor læste du da en kommentar med en holdning forskellig fra din 
egen? 
(1)  Ja, der var flere kommentarer jeg var uenig i. 
(2)  Ja, der var nogle kommentarer jeg var uenig i. 
(3)  Nej, jeg var enig med kommentarerne. 
(4)  Andet (angiv venligst) _____ 
(5)  Ved ikke 
 
 
Hvor ofte har du set et opslag på Facebook (artikel, video, statusopdatering), inden for de 
sidste 3 måneder, omkring ytringsfrihed der udtrykte en holdning forskellig fra din egen?  
(1)  Flere gange da jeg har oplevet at der er mange forskellige holdninger i mit Facebook 
netværk 
(2)  Flere gange da jeg har oplevet at mange opslag i mit Facebook netværk generelt har en 
holdning forskellig fra min 
(3)  Et par gange da jeg har oplevet at jeg primært har set opslag på Facebook som passer til 
min egen holdning  
(4)  Et par gange da jeg har oplevet at jeg generelt har set få opslag på Facebook som handlede 
om ytringsfrihed 
(5)  Meget sjældent, jeg har oplevet at størstedelen af opslag jeg har set på Facebook udtrykker 
min egen holdning omkring ytringsfrihed 
(6)  Meget sjældent, da jeg har oplevet meget få opslag på Facebook der handlede om 
ytringsfrihed 
(7)  Aldrig, alle opslag jeg har set der handlede om ytringsfrihed har passet på min egen holdning 
(8)  Aldrig, jeg har ikke set nogle opslag på Facebook der handlede om ytringsfrihed 
(9)  Sjældent/ aldrig, jeg ser generelt ikke opslag på Facebook  
(10)  Andet (angiv venligst) _____ 
(11)  Ved ikke 
 
 
På hvilke af følgende måder kom du i kontakt med et opslag på Facebook der handlede om 
ytringsfrihed og som var forskellig fra din egen? Du kan sætte flere krydser. 
(1)  Andre brugere kommenterede på en opdatering (status opdatering, artikel eller video) jeg 
selv havde lavet 
(2)  En af mine Facebook venner lavede en opdatering angående ytringsfrihed 
(3)  En af mine Facebook venner delte en artikel eller status opdatering vedrørende ytringsfrihed 
(4)  En af mine Facebook venner havde "liket" en artikel eller status opdatering vedrørende 
ytringsfrihed 
(5)  En af mine Facebook venner havde kommenteret på en artikel eller status opdatering 
vedrørende ytringsfrihed som han/hun var enig med 
(6)  En af mine Facebook venner havde kommenteret på en artikel eller status opdatering 
vedrørende ytringsfrihed som han/hun var uenig med 
(7)  Jeg var blevet "tagget" i et opslag der handlede om ytringsfrihed 
(8)  En fremmed havde lavet en post omkring ytringsfrihed i en Facebook gruppe jeg er medlem 
af 
(9)  Andet (angiv venligst) _____ 
(10)  Ved ikke 
 
 
Reagerede du på nogle af følgende måder i forhold til et eller flere opslag omkring 
ytringsfrihed der udtrykte en holdning du var uenig i? Du kan sætte flere krydser. 
(1)  Jeg kommenterede på opslaget for at udtrykke min uenighed 
(2)  Jeg læste kommentarerne tilknyttet til det oprindelige opslag 
(3)  Jeg begyndte at diskutere med andre i kommentarfeltet 
(4)  Jeg læste hele opslaget angående ytringsfrihed 
(6)  Jeg benyttede featuren "Jeg vil ikke se dette" for at undgå lignende materiale 
(7)  Jeg benyttede featuren "Følg ikke længere personen" for at undgå flere opdateringer fra 
vedkommende 
(8)  Jeg fjernede personen fra min venneliste på grund af denne eller lignende opslag 
(9)  Jeg kunne udlede hvad opslaget handlede om og valgte at ignorere den da jeg følte at jeg 
havde hørt det argument før 
(10)  Jeg valgte ikke at læse opslaget da jeg var bekendt med vedkommendes holdning til 
ytringsfrihed 
(11)  Andet (angiv venligst) _____ 
Appendix B. 
 
Coding variables used in the content analysis: 
 
COHER: This variable determines the degree of conversational coherence in the 
analysed threads. It distinguishes between (1) posts that relate to the topic, this can 
include replies to previous comments as long as the topic remain related to the original 
topic of the comment thread, and (2) off-topic messages, this includes comments that are 
irrelevant to the original topic, advertisement, messages only “tagging” someone else.  
PROVIDE: Variable determining if comments provide information to the comment 
thread. This is a catch-all variable for comments that are related to the original topic but 
does not fit other variables. Information is understood as all statements, not just “factual 
information”, and therefore includes subjective opinions. If a message is not SEEK or 
REPLY it is PROVIDE. 
SEEK: Variable concerning whether commenters appear to seek information from 
other participants. It was formally defined as “A message that includes evidence of 
information seeking” (Wilhelm, 1998). We have divided the variable into two positive 
values; (1) comments that seek to gather opinions or factual information from other 
participants, (2) comments that directly questions the validity claims of a previous post. 
As noted by Stromer-Galley (2007), participants can sometimes, during discussion, pose 
rhetorical questions, which can influence the result of this variable. It was up to the 
individual coder to assess whether a question was genuine or rhetorical. 
INCORP: Variable related to whether commenters incorporate opinions or ideas 
drawn from other places or people. A comment only scores positive if there is an explicit 
reference to other material or people. These references does not have to be a hyperlink, 
a verbalization is enough to warrant a positive “INCORP” score. Pictures were also coded 
as INCORP if they included imagery or text relevant to the topic.    
REPLY: Variable assessing how often commenters reply to each other. A reply can 
be; if a poster “tag” someone else in the start of their comment, uses the “@” symbol 
followed by a name in the start of their comment, uses the feature “reply” on a comment 
or directly answers a previously asked question. Comments that makes use of the “reply” 
feature but does not address the original comment or other replies are not coded as reply. 
POLITE: Variable coding whether comments were impolite or not. Any comment 
not considered impolite was coded as polite. Impolite comments are derogatory text, e.g. 
curses, insults or pejorative speech. 
CIVIL: Following Gibbs and Halpern (2013), we have differentiated between 
uncivil and impolite comments, into two variables. Uncivil comments are “posts in which 
the discussant assigned stereotypes to others and put them in a particular group without 
recognizing their value as individuals.” (ibid, 2013, p. 1163). The variable is divided into 
three values; (0) no referral to any groups, (1) neutral categorization of groups and (2) 
antagonistic stereotyping of groups. This means that comments that made generalized 
claims about a group but otherwise remained polite would be coded as a (1) whereas 
derogatory comments concerning groups were designated a value of (2).     
POST: Variable distinguishing between (1) single comment posters and (2) 
multiple comment posters.  
LENGTH: The length of individual comments (count in number of words). 
LIKES: the number of “likes” a comment has received. 
